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Abstract'

 The role of Mandarin and English is becoming more prominent in the United States. A 

common misconception about raising bilingual children is that they are at greater risk for 

delayed, incomplete, or impaired language development. However, there are several advantages 

to being bilingual, including personal and family, cognitive, academic, and professional benefits. 

While bilingualism has its benefits, bilingual children display differences in language 

acquisition, which may prompt teachers and parents to refer for speech and language services. As 

a result, disproportionality is a concern among culturally and linguistically diverse students, who 

are mislabeled as needing special education services at higher rates than white peers. Given the 

reciprocal relationship of a growing bilingual Mandarin and English population and the need to 

avert disproportionality among culturally and linguistically diverse students in special education, 

the following professional product development delineates the role of speech-language 

pathologists and parents while providing evidence-based resources. The resources were provided 

to speech-language pathologists and parents along with feedback forms to discuss its utility and 

implications for future research.  

 Keywords: bilingual, children, English, Mandarin, parents, service delivery, speech and 

language, speech-language pathologists, speech sound acquisition   
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Chapter'1:'Literature'Review'

Introduction''

According to the United States Census Bureau, Chinese is the third most widely spoken 

language in the United States, after English and Spanish (United States Census Bureau, 2013b). 

With 2.9 million speakers of Mandarin and Cantonese dialects, the Chinese population accounts 

for the majority of Asian-born citizens in the United States (United States Census Bureau, 

2013b). Given China’s growing economic power, there is marked interest in both Chinese and 

English for commerce and communication (Pak, 2012). Mandarin is a Chinese dialect spoken 

mainly in China and Taiwan, as well as various Southeast Asian countries such as Singapore and 

Indonesia (Paul, Simons, & Fennig, 2014). In China and Taiwan, Mandarin is considered the 

primary language used by the educational system, government, and media (Ager, 2015).  

In the United States, the role of Mandarin and English is becoming more prominent, 

especially in the educational realm among parents, educators, and policy makers. An increasing 

number of students who are not of Chinese descent are now enrolling in Chinese schools, which 

in the past have predominantly been conducted in Mandarin and tailored only to students of 

Chinese descent (Chao, 1997). Likewise, an increasing number of students of Chinese descent 

who attended Chinese schools in the past are now enrolling in Chinese language courses at the 

college and university level (Chao, 1997). In the educational system, Chinese is gradually being 

accepted and incorporated regardless of Chinese descent, with Chinese being offered as language 

electives and Chinese Language and Culture being offered as an Advanced Placement Program 

for college credit (CollegeBoard, 2015).   

In Southern California, regions with a significantly large Chinese American population 

include Los Angeles County, with a growing Chinese American population in Orange County 

(Pfister & Chakraborty, 2011). In Los Angeles and Orange County, the Chinese American 
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population comprises the largest ethnic group among Asians (United States Census Bureau, 

2013a). Demographic estimates from the 2010 Census Bureau showed that Chinese Americans 

consisted of 4% of the population in Los Angeles County and 2.8% of the population in Orange 

County (United States Census Bureau, 2013a). In San Diego County, the Chinese American 

population comprises the second largest ethnic group among Asians, following Filipino 

Americans (County of San Diego Community Profiles, 2011). Demographic estimates from the 

2010 Census Bureau showed that Chinese Americans consisted of 1.7% of the population in San 

Diego County (United States Census Bureau, 2013a).  

Despite the growing number of bilingual Mandarin and English speakers, resources for 

the service delivery of this particular culturally and linguistically diverse group are lacking. Lack 

of resources for the Mandarin-speaking population is likely due to the fact that communicative 

disorders is still a relatively new field in Chinese-speaking regions outside the United States, 

such as China, Taiwan, and Singapore (CSHA, 2006a). Furthermore, Chinese populations 

possess varying degrees of acceptance and understanding of speech and language disorders 

(CSHA, 2006a). As such, there is a need in the speech-language pathology literature to not only 

address speech and language disorders to the bilingual Mandarin and English population, but 

also to provide population-specific resources for service delivery. 

Overview'on'Bilingualism''

With increasing cultural and linguistic diversity, a common misconception about raising 

bilingual children is that they are at greater risk for delayed, incomplete, or impaired language 

development (Genesee, 2008). However, research shows that there are several advantages to 

being bilingual or even multilingual in an increasingly global world. Firstly, being bilingual is 

advantageous for personal and family reasons, both to communicate with family members who 

only speak the native language and to foster a sense of cultural identity (Genesee, 2008). 
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Secondly, being bilingual is advantageous for cognitive reasons, as children who are fluent in 

two or more languages demonstrate heightened creativity, more tolerance towards others, and 

enhanced executive and inhibitory control for problem solving tasks (Bialystok, 2011; Bialystok 

& Martin, 2005). One study showed that bilingual Mandarin and English school age children are 

more skilled than their monolingual English counterparts on problem solving tasks in conflicting 

and distracting situations that require divided attention (Bialystok, 1999). Thirdly, being 

bilingual is advantageous for professional reasons, as increased competence in more than one 

language is desirable in an increasingly global workforce (Genesee, 2008). As Michael Loriaux, 

Political Science Professor at Northwestern University, aptly stated, “If you speak English, the 

whole word will understand you. But if you speak only English, you may never understand the 

world (Mahendra & Yu, 2015; Northwestern University, 2015).” Being bilingual enhances one’s 

worldview and broadens one’s global communication skills, opening the door to more 

employment opportunities (Mahendra & Yu, 2015; Northwestern University, 2015)  

Bilingualism'and'Education'

In terms of bilingualism and education, research shows that proficient bilingual students 

outperform monolingual students on school tests (Collier, 1995b). After four to seven years in 

quality bilingual programs, students not only score at or above grade level in all subject areas in 

their first language (L1), but also score at or above native speakers’ performance in all subject 

areas in their second language (L2) (Collier, 1995b). The benefits of bilingualism are not limited 

to alphabetic languages, such as English and Spanish, but extend to non-alphabetic languages, 

such as Mandarin (Marinova-Todd, Zhao, & Bernhardt, 2010). One study demonstrated that 

bilingual Mandarin-English students outperform monolingual Mandarin students on 

phonological awareness tasks in both languages, which is predicative of stronger metalinguistic 

awareness skills, such as early reading development (Marinova-Todd et al., 2010). This finding 
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is significant because it shows that exposure to a second language may enhance the development 

of phonological awareness skills in English, even if the two languages possess stark differences 

in phonology and orthography, such as Mandarin and English (Marinova-Todd et al., 2010). 

Another study conducted at a Mandarin and English two-way immersion elementary school in 

Northern California showed that students immersed in Mandarin performed as high or higher 

than non-immersion peers on California-mandated tests in English language arts, writing, math, 

and sciences (Padilla, Fan, Xu, & Silva, 2013). Thus, a solid foundation in L1, including 

cognitive and academic skills such as vocabulary, oral and written communication skills, and 

literacy, transfers as students learn L2 (Collier, 1995b).  

While bilingualism has its benefits, bilingual children display differences in language 

acquisition, which may prompt concerned teachers and parents to refer for speech and language 

services (Miccio, Hammer, & Toribio, 2002). One study showed that syllable awareness is 

higher cross-linguistically, regardless of whether L1 is English or Mandarin (Yeong & Rickard 

Liow, 2012). In early stages of development, phonological awareness develops first from larger 

phonological units such as words and syllables, then to smaller phonological units such as 

phonemes (Anthony, Lonigan, Driscoll, Phillips, & Bergess, 2003). However, children whose L1 

is Mandarin require an additional six months before reaching the same level of syllable 

awareness as children whose L1 is English (Yeong & Rickard Liow, 2012). This may be 

attributed to differences between the two languages, as English has more ambiguous syllable 

boundaries and complex syllable structures than Mandarin (Yeong & Rickard Liow, 2012). The 

same study showed that phoneme awareness in both languages is greater for children whose L1 

is English compared to children whose L1 is Mandarin (Yeong & Rickard Liow, 2012). 

Differences in phoneme awareness may be due to several factors, including decreased emphasis 
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on phonemes in Mandarin or differences in parent and child interactions at home in which the L1 

is English versus Mandarin (Yeong & Rickard Liow, 2012). Bilingual children whose L1 is 

Mandarin may not begin to develop phoneme awareness until they receive formal exposure to 

oral and written English in the academic setting (Yeong & Rickard Liow, 2012). Overall, this 

implies that for bilingual children, the development of phonological awareness is affected by 

differences in the phonological structure of L1 (Yeong & Rickard Liow, 2012). 

Bilingualism'and'Special'Education'

In response to increasing cultural and linguistic diversity in the United States, the 

American Speech-Language Hearing Association’s Office of Multicultural Affairs has developed 

policy documents, position statements, and guidelines regarding service delivery to address the 

needs of this population (ASHA, 2015c). To assess bilingual children, ASHA recommends 

looking at each language independently and determining the dominant or proficient language 

(ASHA, 2015c). Assessing in the dominant or proficient language not only approaches the child 

from a position of strength, but also provides a more complete picture of the linguistic abilities of 

a bilingual child. A major consideration for all schools are state and federal mandates governing 

assessment and intervention for culturally and linguistically diverse children. The Individuals 

with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA, 2004) regulates special education services in public 

schools and stipulates the need for nondiscriminatory assessment, meaning that assessments must 

not discriminate against students’ racial and cultural backgrounds. Specifically, 

nondiscriminatory assessments yield the most valid and reliable information of students’ 

academic, developmental, and functional skills because they are administered in the student’s 

native language by trained professionals following the specific instructions of the assessment 

(IDEA, 2004). 

Despite professional recommendations and legal mandates, unbiased assessment of 
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culturally and linguistically diverse students is a recurrent issue across the United States (ASHA, 

2015b). While standardized tests yield normative data required by public schools, it is often 

biased towards a middle class, monolingual, English-speaking population (Roseberry-McKibben 

& Hegde, 2011). Also problematic are standardized tests that have been translated, as targeted 

linguistic structures vary and may not be consistent across languages (Roseberry-McKibben & 

Hegde, 2011). Most standardized tests used on culturally and linguistically diverse populations 

lack ecological validity, meaning that results cannot be generalized beyond the normative 

population (Roseberry-McKibben & Hegde, 2011). As such, a recurrent issue in special 

education is disproportionality, or the over- and under-representation of a particular demographic 

group relative to its representation in the overall K-12 population (IDEA, 2004; NEA, 2015).  

Disproportionality is of particular concern among culturally and linguistically diverse 

students, who are mislabeled as needing special education services at higher rates than peers who 

are white (NEA, 2007). As a result, some culturally and linguistically diverse subgroups receive 

special education services at rates significantly higher or lower than the overall national rate 

(IDEA, 2004; NEA, 2015). According to the United States Department of Education, 6.4 million 

children ages 3-21, or 13% of public school students, received special education services in 

2011-2012 (NCES, 2014). Compared to national statistics, culturally and linguistically diverse 

(CLD) populations are over-represented at 16% in school districts with fewer CLD students, and 

under-represented at 9% in school districts with more CLD students (NEA, 2007). Specifically, 

students from Asian and Pacific Islander backgrounds experience under-representation in special 

education, and are less likely to be identified for special education services compared to students 

from other CLD populations (NABE, 2002). The misperception that students from Asian and 

Pacific Islander backgrounds have higher academic potential is detrimental for English language 
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learners (ELLs) in this subgroup, who may be below grade level; their misrepresentation in 

special education puts them at greater risk for dropping out (NEA, 2007). Overall, the 

ramifications of disproportionality are far-reaching both in the short- and long-term, with 

statistics confirming that a child’s race and ethnicity significantly influences the probability of 

misidentification for special education (IDEA, 2004; NEA, 2015). 

Definition'of'Problem''

Given the reciprocal relationship of a growing bilingual Mandarin and English population 

and the need to avert disproportionality among culturally and linguistically diverse students in 

special education, the following professional product development delineates the role of speech-

language pathologists and parents while providing evidence-based resources. The reasoning is 

that today’s practitioners need to gain information about cultural variables in order to 

demonstrate global competence (Mahendra & Yu, 2015). For speech-language pathologists 

whose service delivery includes a bilingual Mandarin-English caseload, the professional product 

development encompasses evidence-based practice to demonstrate cultural and linguistic 

competence, from language and speech sound acquisition differences to assessment tools and 

intervention strategies. For parents raising bilingual Mandarin-English children, the product 

development, which includes children’s book suggestions and lists of local Chinese programs, is 

written from a speech-language pathologist’s perspective as a guide for parents to promote 

language and literacy at home. The scope and utility of this information is anticipated to not only 

be useful for bilingual Mandarin and English speech-language pathologists and parents, but also 

for monolingual speech-language pathologists whose service delivery includes a growing 

number of bilingual Mandarin and English students. 
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Chapter'2:'Methodology'

Speech=Language'Pathologist'Resource'

The role of speech-language pathologists who work with bilingual children and families 

is twofold: Firstly, to actively facilitate children’s L1 skills; and secondly, to encourage parents 

to maintain L1 use in the home (Kohnert, Yim, Kan, & Duran, 2005). To actively facilitate L1 

skills of bilingual children, speech-language pathologists must first assess cognitive-linguistic 

skills to determine whether speech and language intervention is warranted (Miccio, et al., 2002). 

Concerned parents and teachers may over-refer bilingual children for speech and language 

evaluations because their speech sound acquisition and language development follow a slightly 

different timeline from that of monolingual peers (Miccio, et al., 2002). As a result, bilingual 

children often experience disproportionality in special education (Miccio, et al., 2002). To 

correctly identify students needing speech and language intervention, speech-language 

pathologists must distinguish between language differences versus phonological or language 

disorders in bilingual children (Miccio, et al., 2002). Upon correct identification, speech-

language pathologists must then support the L1 of bilingual children to ensure successful, long-

term language intervention (Kohnert, Yim, Nett, Kan, & Duran, 2005). To encourage parents to 

maintain L1 use at home requires speech-language pathologists to consider the bilingual child as 

a whole (Kohnert et al., 2005). This not only requires looking at the child’s linguistic, social, 

emotional, and cognitive development, but more importantly within the cultural context of 

family (Kohnert et al., 2005).  

For speech-language pathologists, the professional development product (Appendix A) 

will include the following:  
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Table&of&Contents&
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Reference'sheet'on'Mandarin'vs.'English'language'differences.''
The rationale behind including a contrastive language analysis is for speech-language 

pathologists to demonstrate cultural competence and ensure quality service delivery to bilingual 

Mandarin-English children (Appendix A). The target audience for the reference sheet includes 

all speech-language pathologists, regardless of whether they are monolingual in English, 

bilingual in English and a language other than Mandarin, or bilingual in Mandarin and English. 

Evidence-based references are provided if further research is warranted. Specifically, the 

reference sheet explores the form, content, and use of language by breaking down language 

differences in each of the five components of language: phonology, morphology, syntax, 

semantics, and pragmatics.  

Phonology. Phonological differences between the two languages lead to the following 

implications for ELLs: difficulty with multisyllabic words as well as stress and timing of words, 

final consonant deletion, insertion of schwa between consonant clusters, and phoneme 

substitution errors. For speech-language pathologists, this means that bilingual Mandarin-English 

children might exhibit tendencies that seem consistent with phonological or language disorders. 

To distinguish between language differences versus phonological or language disorders, it is 

important for speech-language pathologists with bilingual Mandarin-English children on their 

caseload to be cognizant of possible phonological patterns. A contrastive language analysis 

allows speech-language pathologists to demonstrate cultural competence by being able to 
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identify between language differences versus phonological or language disorders. By doing so, 

children can be referred for appropriate services, whether it is speech and language intervention 

or Response to Intervention (RTI). RTI consists of multi-tiered, evidence-based interventions in 

the general education classroom to identify and provide additional support to students at risk for 

poor learning outcomes before labeling them with special needs (Brown & Sanford, 2011).  

Firstly, ELLs might exhibit difficulty with multisyllabic words, as well as the stress and 

timing of words. Words in Mandarin are often referred to as monosyllabic, due in part to its 

isolating characters (ASHA, 2015a). In Mandarin, only the consonant (C) and vowel (V) 

combinations V, CV, and CVC are permitted (Finegan, 2000; McLeod, 2012). In contrast, words 

in English are multisyllabic and syllables may range from V to CCCVCCCC (ASHA, 2005; 

Finegan, 2000; McLeod, 2012). Transitioning from Mandarin to English means going from a 

monosyllabic to a multisyllabic language (ASHA, 2015a). As a result, ELLs might truncate 

multisyllabic words (e.g., efunt/elephant) (Roseberry-McKibben, 2014). Furthermore, weak 

stress is an important prosodic feature in Mandarin, while syllables in English are both strong 

and weak with more prosodic inflection at the word level (McLeod, 2012). Consequently, ELLs 

might emphasize stress on the wrong syllable in multisyllabic words (e.g., diversity/diversity) 

(Roseberry-McKibben, 2014). For these reasons, ELLs might have difficulty with multisyllabic 

words, particularly the correct placement of stress and timing.  

Secondly, ELLs might exhibit final consonant deletion because Mandarin only has two 

syllable final consonants (e.g., /n/ and /ŋ/) while English has 23 syllable final consonants 

(ASHA, 2015a; McLeod, 2012). The fact that only two syllable final consonants are permissible 

in Mandarin might render single phonemes that carry morphological importance in English 

trivial for bilingual Mandarin-English speakers. This may result in final consonant deletion (e.g., 
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do/dog) in English for ELLs (Roseberry-McKibben, 2014). For example, in the English 

language, suffixes are single phonemes that carry morphological importance. Suffixes can 

change the meaning of nouns from singular to plural, such as the plural –s. Suffixes can also 

change the meaning of verbs from present to past tense, such as the regular past tense –ed. 

Speech-language pathologists who are not aware of linguistic differences in Mandarin might 

mistake final consonant deletion among ELLs as a phonological disorder rather than a 

substitution error (ASHA, 2015a). Final consonant deletion is considered a phonological disorder 

at the syllable structure level if it is not eliminated by age three (Bauman-Waengler, 2012). 

Furthermore, speech therapy is indicated for plural nouns if not acquired by age 3;5, and regular 

past tense verbs if not acquired by age 4;5 (Heisler, 2013). As a result, speech-language 

pathologists might also mistake the omission of grammatical structures such as plural –s and past 

tense –ed as an expressive language delay or disorder (Heisler, 2013).  

Thirdly, ELLs might insert a schwa between consonant clusters (Roseberry-McKibben, 

2014). Mandarin has no consonant clusters, while English has 21 consonant clusters (ASHA, 

2015a; McLeod, 2012). Differences in consonant clusters between the two languages make it 

more likely for English language learners to exhibit an epenthesis, which is the insertion of a 

schwa /ǝ/ phoneme between two consonants (Roseberry-McKibben, 2014). An epenthesis is a 

strategy used by Mandarin speakers to not only simplify consonant clusters, but also conform to 

Mandarin phonological constraints (Lin & Johnson, 2009). Epenthesis is considered a 

phonological disorder at the syllable structure level if it is not eliminated by age eight (Bauman-

Waengler, 2012). Speech-language pathologists who are not aware of linguistic differences in 

Mandarin might mistake epenthesis among ELLs as a phonological disorder.  

Lastly, ELLs might exhibit phoneme substitution errors (ASHA, 2015a). Phonemes in 
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English that are not found in Mandarin include: /v/, /z/, /ʃ/, /ʒ/, /ʧ/, /ʤ/, /θ/, and /ð/ (ASHA, 

2015a). As a result, ELLs might exhibit the following substitution errors for these phonemes: /s/ 

for /θ/ in the initial, medial, or final position; /f/ for /θ/ in the final position; /d/ for /ð/ in the 

initial or medial position; /z/ for /ð/ in the initial or medial position; /f/ for /v/ in the initial or 

medial position; and /w/ for /v/ in the initial or medial position (ASHA, 2015a). Speech-language 

pathologists must be aware of phonemic differences between Mandarin and English to 

successfully distinguish between language differences versus articulation disorders.  

Morphology. Morphological differences between the two languages lead to the following 

implications for ELLs: difficulty differentiating between verb inflections, noun inflections, and 

gender pronouns. ELLs might exhibit difficulty with differentiating between verb and noun 

inflections, such as past and present verb tenses, or singular and plural nouns (Li, 2006). This is 

important to note as many students on the speech-language pathologist’s caseload in the primary 

school setting include children with language delays and disorders who present with difficulties 

with language inflections.  

Firstly, ELLs might exhibit difficulty differentiating between verb inflections. Mandarin 

verbs are not inflected, while English verbs are inflected (Li, 2006). This means that words in 

Mandarin only have one grammatical form. An example of an invariant verb in Mandarin can be 

illustrated by the verb to eat or � or chī. The present progressive sentence I am eating is ��� 

or wŏ zài chī is directly translated as I/progressive marker indicating action duration/eat (Klein, 

Li, & Hendriks, 2000; Yan, Fu, Tan, Yinghong, & Wang, 2006). The past tense sentence I 

already ate is ��� or wŏ chī le, is directly translated as I/eat/perfective marker indicating 

action completion (Klein et al., 2000). Conversely, verbs in English can be inflected for tense, 

such as past versus future tense (Li, 2006; Pfister & Chakraborty, 2011). For example, the verb 
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to eat can be conjugated into eating/ate/eaten.  

Secondly, ELLs might also exhibit difficulty differentiating between noun inflections. 

Similar to verbs, Mandarin nouns are not inflected, while English nouns are inflected (Li, 2006). 

An example of an invariant noun in Mandarin can be illustrated by the noun cat or � (Ross & 

Ma, 2006). The singular form of cat is ��� or yì zhī māo, which is directly translated as 

one/classifier for animals/cat. The plural form of cat is 
��� or hĕn duō zhī māo, which is 

directly translated as many/classifier for animals/cat. On the other hand, because nouns in 

English can be inflected, the noun cat can be inflected to cats to indicate plural (Pfister & 

Chakraborty, 2011).    

Thirdly, ELLs might exhibit difficulty distinguishing gender pronouns. Another notable 

morphological feature is that third person singular pronouns in Mandarin are unisex when 

spoken (Li, 2006). Third person singular pronouns in Mandarin are only differentiated by gender 

when written. For example, this means that in written expression, the pronouns he/� and she/� 

share the same left symbol but a different right symbol to differentiate gender. However, in 

spoken expression, he/� and she/� both sound phonemically similar, in this case /ta/ or tā. 

Therefore, ELLs might confuse pronouns and use them interchangeably (Li, 2006).  

Furthermore, English has specific words for third person pronouns and possessive 

pronouns (e.g., her/hers, him/his, them/theirs, my/mine, and us/ours). However, in Mandarin, a 

particle is added after an invariant pronoun to delineate a possessive pronoun. Since there are 

more minute differences in pronouns pertaining to gender and its possession in English than in 

Mandarin, ELLs might exhibit difficulty with its distinction and when to use them appropriately. 

For example, the progressive pronoun phrase his dog is ��� or tā de gŏu, which is directly 

translated as he/particle to indicate an attribute/dog (Dong, 2011). Similarly, the progressive 
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pronoun phrase her dog is ��� or tā de gŏu, which is directly translated as she/particle to 

indicate an attribute/dog (Dong, 2011). Compared to the English equivalent, possessive 

pronouns in Mandarin are phonemically similar and only gender-specific when written. 

Therefore, ELLs might also confuse third person pronouns and possessive pronouns. 

An interesting morphological finding for bilingual Mandarin-English children is that 

similar to monolingual English children, their first words have more nouns than verbs (Levey & 

Cruz, 2003). Conversely, first words for monolingual Mandarin children have more verbs than 

nouns (Levey & Cruz, 2003). Though this might not be significant for children on speech-

language pathologists’ caseloads in a predominantly English-speaking country such as the 

United States, it is important to note the structural linguistic differences between Mandarin and 

English. This implies that verbs are more salient in Mandarin. This might be attributed to the fact 

that sentences in Mandarin more often end with verbs than nouns, so children’s lexical repertoire 

includes more verbs than nouns (Levey & Cruz, 2003). Another implication might be that 

Mandarin-speaking parents attribute more weight to verbs than to nouns. Regardless, it might be 

useful to incorporate both nouns and verbs to therapy and to include more verbs for parents to 

implement in the home program. Knowledge of Mandarin vocabulary and structure and how it 

differs from the English language allows speech-language pathologists with a bilingual 

Mandarin-English caseload to identify between a language difference and a receptive and 

expressive language delay or disorder.  

Syntax. Mandarin is a language with complex syntax (Pfister & Chakraborty, 2011). 

Referred to as an analytic language, syntax in Mandarin is influenced by particles and word order 

rather than by inflection (Pfister & Chakraborty, 2011). Mandarin has a basic subject verb object 

(SVO) sentence structure that is similar to English (Pfister & Chakraborty, 2011). For example, a 
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simple SVO sentence structure in English is (S) Teacher Wang (V) teaches (O) Chinese (Pavlik, 

2012). The same SVO sentence structure is preserved in Chinese as (S) ��	 (V) � (O) � 

or Wáng Lăoshī jiāo Zhōngwén (Pavlik, 2012). For ELLs, this means that it is unlikely that they 

will make syntactic errors involving basic word order (Pfister & Chakraborty, 2011). However, 

lengthier sentences in English use more modifiers before or after the core sentence but maintain 

the basic subject-verb object sentence structure (Pavlik, 2012). In contrast, modifiers in 

Mandarin generally go before the word it modifies, so speaking or writing in English with 

Mandarin word order makes the sentence sound awkward or even unintelligible (Pavlik, 2012). 

Therefore, ELLs in upper elementary grades and above may need explicit instruction for writing 

and speaking more complex sentences (Pavlik, 2012).   

Semantics. For semantics, Mandarin depends on semantic relations of characters to 

change the meaning, while English depends on phonetic changes to form words that change the 

meaning (Pfister & Chakraborty, 2011). This means that discourse tends to be shorter and more 

concise in Mandarin than when the same idea is expressed in English (Pfister & Chakraborty, 

2011). For English language learners, this means that they might exhibit the tendency to replace 

certain words with very particular words that should not be used in that context (Pfister & 

Chakraborty, 2011). One suggestion for speech-language pathologists with bilingual Mandarin-

English children on their caseload is to use words from their curriculum, especially context-

specific words, so they can learn the nuanced meaning and identify when to use it appropriately.  

Pragmatics. In terms of pragmatics, it is important to keep in mind that not all clients 

from Chinese-speaking backgrounds will exhibit the following pragmatic cultural differences. 

However, awareness is important for speech-languages pathologists, as service delivery to 

bilingual Mandarin-English children often includes interactions with more traditional elders. 
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Firstly, Chinese speakers tend to be less direct or forward when communicating with others 

(Pfister & Chakraborty, 2011). This not only encompasses verbal communication but also 

nonverbal communication, as direct eye contact with elders or superiors is looked down upon 

(Pfister & Chakraborty, 2011). The implication for speech-language pathologists with bilingual 

Mandarin-English children on their caseload is that these patterns might not warrant social skills 

intervention on making eye contact, as it is considered a cultural difference.  

Secondly, speech-language pathologists should also be aware that many Chinese speakers 

express gratitude and appreciation in actions rather than words (Pfister & Chakraborty, 2011). 

Therefore, it might not be surprising to receive tokens of appreciation from Chinese clients and 

families rather than an overt ‘thank you’ (Zhang & Kasper, 1995). Further, when the Chinese 

show hospitality, the offers are given even when the other party refuses, as this is a sign of 

extended politeness and hospitality (Zhang & Kasper, 1995). For speech-language pathologists, 

an appropriate response might be to understand the client’s reason or intention behind giving the 

gift (Zur, 2011). Speech-language pathologists may show gratitude throughout the interaction by 

politely refusing, but gratefully accepting if the client insists. 

Thirdly, in addressing parents or family members of Chinese children, it is important for 

speech-language pathologists to be mindful that age hierarchies are pervasive in many Asian 

cultures (Kim-Rupnow, 2005). Using first names is often perceived as a sign of disrespect, 

unless given permission (Lui, 2005). The use of formal titles before one’s name is preferred, 

especially with more unfamiliar parties, as it indicates a gesture of respect (Kim-Rupnow, 2005). 

The implication for speech-language pathologists is to formally address parents and other elderly 

family members from Chinese backgrounds until given permission to use a less formal address. 

If unsure, speech-language pathologists can clarify with parents and other elderly family 
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members what they would prefer to be addressed as.  

Next, speech-language pathologists should understand that Chinese students might not be 

accustomed to discussing or answering questions aloud in class, as classroom discourse is 

thought to be one-way from authority figures, whether it be general education teachers of 

speech-language pathologists (Zhang & Kasper, 1995). While Chinese students tend to be quieter 

in the classroom setting, this does not mean they are not interested in the curriculum, not 

motivated to study, or not respectful of authority figures (Zhang & Kasper, 1995). As an 

authority figure, it is important for speech-language pathologists to be respectful of cultural 

differences while creating an environment that welcomes classroom participation.  

Finally, when people from Chinese backgrounds receive compliments or praise, they 

typically respond with deflection or modesty instead of an overt ‘thank you’ (Zhang & Kasper, 

1995). The intent behind deflecting compliments is not to question what is being said, but to 

communicate that one is not deserving of such praise (Zhang & Kasper, 1995). To individuals 

from other cultural backgrounds, this may be perceived as impolite, as if the individual is 

arrogant or questioning the person giving the compliment (Zhang & Kasper, 1995). It is 

important for speech-language pathologists to recognize that due to their cultural upbringing, 

children from Chinese backgrounds may not be as accustomed to verbal praise and therefore may 

not respond in the same way as children raised in the American culture.  

Speech'sound'acquisition'for'Mandarin'vs.'English'children.'
 The rationale for including a table of speech sound acquisition for Mandarin versus 

English children is so speech-language pathologists can compare and contrast differences 

between the two languages, which is particularly useful in service delivery to children who may 

be receiving input from both languages (Appendix A). According to ASHA, the scope of practice 

for bilingual service delivery includes the capacity to “describe the process of normal speech and 
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language acquisition—for both bilingual and monolingual speakers of that language (ASHA, 

n.d.).” In searching for a research-based resource illustrating speech sound acquisition for 

bilingual Mandarin-English children, none could be located. The only resources that were 

available were separate speech sound acquisition charts for monolingual Mandarin- or English-

speaking children. As such, there is an established need to compare and contrast the speech 

sound acquisition differences between Mandarin and English.  

The speech sound acquisition chart for Mandarin was retrieved from a study which 

consisted of 129 monolingual Mandarin-speaking children ages 1;6 to 4;6 (Hua & Dodd, 2000). 

The norms include the ages in which most Mandarin-speaking children in the study develop 

syllable-initial consonant phonemes (Hua & Dodd, 2000). To increase the accuracy of the 

current table, only the norms in which 90% of the children in the age range correctly produced 

each syllable-initial consonant phoneme has been included (Hua & Dodd, 2000).  

The speech sound acquisition for English was compiled from six cross-sectional studies 

(Bauman-Waengler, 2012). The studies include: Wellman, Case, Mengert, & Bradbury (1931); 

Poole (1934); Templin (1957); Prather, Hedrick, & Kern (1975); Arlt & Goodban (1976); and 

Smit (1993b). An advantage of gathering an age range across six studies is that it accommodates 

a significant range of acquisition for each phoneme, which considers individual differences, 

particularly for children who are more developmentally advanced or delayed. Conversely, a 

disadvantage is that the term ‘mastery’ is defined differently in each study, both in regards to 

percentage of children who use the sound correctly, for example, 75% versus 100%, and word 

position, for example, initial, medial, and/or final (Bauman-Waengler, 2012). However, in terms 

of methods and results, it appears more advantageous to consider the results of several studies 

rather than rely heavily on one study.  
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The current speech sound acquisition table lists all the phonemes in the English language, 

along with separate age of acquisitions in Mandarin and English. Some considerations may be 

that the age of acquisition can be quite broad for various phonemes. For instance, the phoneme 

/p/ is typically acquired early on by age 2;0 to 3;5 for English-speaking children, but is not 

typically acquired until 3;7 to 4;0 for Mandarin-speaking children. It is important for speech-

language pathologists to be aware of the potentially wide age range of speech sound acquisition, 

which may apply to children who are exposed to both languages. It is also important for speech-

language pathologists to be aware of phonemes that do not occur in the syllable-initial position in 

Mandarin (e.g., /ŋ/ and /j/), as well as phonemes that do not occur at all in Mandarin (e.g., /z/, /ʃ/, 

/ʒ/, /θ/, /ð/, /tʃ/, and /dʒ/) (Hua & Dodd, 2000). These phonemes may be later developing among 

bilingual Mandarin-English children, as they are not in the Mandarin phonemic inventory.  

Additionally, it should also be noted that while phonemes closest to its English 

counterparts have been included, there are slight diacritical differences between English and 

Mandarin phonemes (Hua & Dodd, 2000). For example, English stop phonemes /p/, /t/, and /g/ 

are more accurately transcribed as aspirated stop phonemes [ph], [th], and [kh] in Mandarin (Hua 

& Dodd, 2000). Eight phonemes in Mandarin that do not exist in the English language have not 

been included in the current table, most of which are fricatives and affricates with retroflex, 

alveolo-palatal, and alveolar fricative place of articulation that develop at or after 4;6 (Hua & 

Dodd, 2000). Overall, the current table is intended to be a resource that is appropriate for speech-

language pathologists, regardless of whether they are familiar with Mandarin.  

Assessment'tools'for'bilingual'Mandarin<English'children.'
The rationale for including a list of assessment tools for bilingual Mandarin-English 

children is to ensure speech-language pathologists provide quality service delivery to bilingual 

Mandarin-English children (Appendix A). According to ASHA, the scope of practice for 
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bilingual service delivery includes the capacity to “select, administer, and interpret formal and 

informal assessment procedures to distinguish between [language] differences and [language] 

disorders (ASHA, n.d.).” Due to the lack of appropriate assessment tools, accurate identification 

for special education services is already a challenge for the culturally and linguistically diverse 

population, much less the specific subgroup of bilingual Mandarin-English children (Paradis, 

Emmerzael, & Duncan, 2010). The list includes one questionnaire, one resource book, a verbal 

ability test, and five intelligence scales, each with specific features, subtests, outcomes, and 

references to access the assessments.  

The first assessment tool is the Alberta Language and Development Questionnaire; 

ALDeQ, which is a parent questionnaire on L1 development that is non-L1 specific (Paradis et 

al., 2010). According to creators of the ALDeQ, the questionnaire is useful tool for speech-

language pathologists to obtain information on L1 development of ELLs, particularly situations 

in which the L1 cannot be directly assessed (Paradis et al., 2010). One key feature of the ALDeQ 

is that responses are scored using rating scales so parents can provide more detailed information, 

rather than yes/no which limit parent response to binary answers (Paradis et al., 2010). 

Components of the ALDeQ include: early developmental milestones, current L1 abilities, 

behavior patterns and activity preferences, and family history (Paradis et al., 2010). Though the 

questionnaire is a non-standardized assessment, research has shown that parent report of ELL 

children’s L1 skills and language development is a valid and useful measure (Paradis et al., 

2010). According to a position statement issued by California Speech-Language Hearing 

Association (CSHA) regarding service delivery to CLD populations, part of the assessment 

process includes informal assessments such as parent interview (CSHA, 2006b).  

The second is a resource book, Assessing Asian Language Performance (Cheng, 1991). A 
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key feature of the resource book is that it assesses Mandarin and other Asian languages for 

students in grades K-12 (Cheng, 1991). The resource book includes information regarding 

cultural differences in pragmatics and effect on school performance, as well as a sample 

background information questionnaire (Cheng, 1991). The resource book is useful in that it 

informs speech-language pathologists on how to conduct assessments for clients who speak 

Mandarin and other Asian languages (Cheng, 1991).   

The third is a verbal ability test, the Bilingual Verbal Ability Test; BVAT, which is 

appropriate for individuals ages 5 to 90+ (Muñoz-Sandoval, Cummins, Alvarado, & Ruef, 2005). 

In addition to being available in 17 languages plus English, the BVAT also assesses both 

languages of bilinguals and is appropriate for Tiers II and II of RTI (Muñoz-Sandoval et al., 

2005). The BVAT assesses both L1 and L2, as items are first administered in L2 or English, and 

missing items are then administered in L1 (Muñoz-Sandoval et al., 2005). When combined with 

the Woodcock-Johnson Test of Cognitive Ability, the BVAT helps distinguish discrepancies 

between individuals with verbal ability and achievement (Pfister & Chakraborty, 2011). Subtests 

of the BVAT include: picture vocabulary, synonyms, antonyms, and verbal analogies (Muñoz-

Sandoval et al., 2005).    

The Comprehensive Test of Nonverbal Intelligence; CTONI, is an intelligence battery 

(Hammill, Pearson, & Wiederhold, 2009). The CTONI uses nonverbal formats to measure 

general intelligence and is norm-referenced for individuals ages 6 to 89 (Hammill et al., 2009). 

Subtests of the CTONI include: picture geometric analogies, categories, and sequences (Hammill 

et al., 2009). The CTONI provides an unbiased measure of nonverbal intelligence in individuals 

for whom other intelligence tests may be inappropriate such as ELLs (MHS, 2015).  

The Leiter International Performance Scale-Revised; Leiter-R, is another intelligence 
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battery (Roid & Miller, 1997). The Leiter-R is appropriate for children and adolescents ages 2 to 

20 (Roid & Miller, 1997). It assesses attention, cognition, and memory (Roid & Miller, 1997). 

The test is administered without verbal instructions and does not require verbal responses (Roid 

& Miller, 1997). Most importantly, it is not significantly influenced by language skills, or 

educational, social, or family experience (Roid & Miller, 1997). Subtests include: visualization 

and reasoning, and attention and memory (Roid & Miller, 1997). The Leiter-R is specifically 

designed for non-English speakers or ELLs but is also appropriate for individuals with 

communication and learning disorders (Michaelec, 2011).  

Another intelligence test is the Universal Nonverbal Intelligence Test; UNIT (Bracken & 

McCallum, 1998). The UNIT is appropriate for children and adolescents ages 5 to 17, or in 

grades K to 12 (Bracken & McCallum, 1998). Administration and responses to the UNIT can be 

non-verbal, making it appropriate for ELLs and RTI (Bracken & McCallum, 1998). The UNIT is 

funded by IDEA Title 1, which stipulates that assessments for special education eligibility be 

non-discriminatory (Bracken & McCallum, 1998). The UNIT includes five quotients: 

intelligence, memory, reasoning, symbolic, and non-symbolic (Bracken & McCallum, 1998). 

The outcome is that the UNIT provides culturally unbiased assessments of general intelligence 

suitable for ELLs the students from CLD backgrounds (Nelson, Morillas-Brown, & Beoyd, 

2011).  

The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (5th Ed.); WISC-V, is another well-known 

intelligence measure (Wechsler, 2014). The WISC-V is a standardized measure for intelligence 

and children and is suitable for children adolescents ages 6 to 16 (Wechsler, 2014). Furthermore, 

the WISC-V is appropriate for Tier III of RTI (Wechsler, 2014). Subtests of the WISC-V include: 

verbal comprehension, perceptual reasoning, working memory, and processing speed (Wechsler, 
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2014). The outcome is that if the assessment team decides that ELLs have developed cognitive 

academic language proficiency (CALP), which is L2 proficiency required for academic success 

such as communicating thoughts and ideas efficiently, the test may be appropriate to measure 

students’ verbal and language-based cognition (Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 

2012; Heisler, 2013).  

Finally, the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (4th Ed.); WPPSI-IV, 

is an intelligence measure appropriate for younger children ages 2;6 to 7;7 (Wechsler, 2012). It is 

a standardized measure for assessing intelligence in children, and is appropriate for Tier III of 

RTI (Wechsler, 2012). Subtests include: information, animal house, vocabulary, picture 

completion, arithmetic, mazes, similarities, geometric design, comprehension, and block design 

(Wechsler, 2012). The outcome is that nonverbal tests of cognitive ability such as the WPPSI-IV 

are useful in identifying intellectual giftedness of cognitive and learning delays among ELLs 

(Lohman, Korb, & Lakin, 2008).  

Intervention'strategies'for'bilingual'Mandarin<English'children.'
The rationale for including intervention strategies for bilingual Mandarin-English 

children is so speech-language pathologists can ensure quality service delivery to bilingual 

Mandarin-English children (Appendix A). According to ASHA, the scope of practice for 

bilingual service delivery includes the capacity to “apply intervention strategies for treatment of 

[language] disorders in the language…most appropriate for the needs of the individual (ASHA, 

n.d.).” With this resource, speech-language pathologists can utilize evidence-based intervention 

strategies to effectively facilitate L1, as well as L2 therapy targets with L1 carryover and therapy 

efficacy from Chinese parents’ perspective.  

Parent5training6programs.6
According to Kohnert and colleagues (2005), parent-training programs and peer-mediated 
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intervention strategies are two ways to enhance goals targeted in therapy. Kohnert and colleagues 

(2005) conducted a meta-analysis of treatment efficacy for children with speech and language 

impairments showing that intervention administered by trained parents is comparable to that of 

speech-language pathologists. Parent-training programs for young children with impairments 

follow federal mandates that emphasize collaboration between speech-language pathologists and 

parents (Kohnert et al., 2005). The intent is that parents will learn and use language facilitation 

techniques and in turn, children will improve in their communication (Kohnert et al., 2005). To 

hold effective parent-training programs, the agenda should focus on directly teaching evidence-

based practices such as using language facilitation techniques, multiple methods of instruction, 

and a structured approach (Kohnert et al., 2005).  

Language facilitation techniques include strategies such as modeling, expansion, recasts, 

imitation, and responsive feedback (Kohnert et al., 2005). In modeling, an adult exposes a child 

to the use of the language target in reference to an appropriate event, and the child is not required 

to respond (Heisler, 2013). In expansion, an adult expands on a child’s immature events in a 

more mature way, such as by correcting incorrect vocabulary grammar (Heisler, 2013). In 

recasts, an adult restates a child’s advance into a different sentence, such as from a statement to a 

question (Heisler, 2013). In imitation, an adult imitates a child’s production, which in turn elicits 

an imitation and allows the adult to utilize another technique (Heisler, 2013). In responsive 

feedback, an adult follows a child’s lead, allowing for natural interactions that follow pragmatic 

rules with a speaker and listener (Heisler, 2013). 

Multiple methods of instruction include techniques such as demonstration, coaching, 

role-play, mediated parent-child interaction, videotaped example, written material, and specific 

feedback (Kohnert et al., 2005). For example, demonstration of therapy techniques might require 
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speech-language pathologists to invite parents to sit in on a few therapy sessions. Following 

demonstration, speech-language pathologists can provide a videotaped example, verbal feedback, 

and/or written material to answer questions and clarify techniques with evidence-based practice. 

Then, speech-language pathologists may prompt parents to play a more active role in the therapy 

session while mediating the parent-child interactions. Finally, speech-language pathologists can 

follow up by observing therapeutic parent-child interactions in the home environment to provide 

parents with further coaching.  

Structured approaches include techniques such as skills and strategies of progress in the 

hierarchy, and activities that are individualized to the child and family (Kohnert et al., 2005). For 

example, structured approaches include integrating the child’s interests and the family dynamics 

into the therapy goals. Furthermore, structured approaches include determining a cueing 

hierarchy that is effective for the child and a reward system that is motivating for the child. As 

Kohnert and colleagues (2005) stated, implementing such a structured and tailored therapy 

program is “intense” in that it not only takes more time to plan lessons, but also “to allow for 

change, feedback, and skill monitoring (p. 258).”  

Peer5mediated6intervention6strategies.6
Another effective method to implement therapy goals for bilingual Mandarin-English 

children is through peer-mediated intervention strategies (Kohnert et al., 2005). Peer-mediated 

intervention is an indirect service delivery model that focuses on naturalistic linguistic 

interactions modeled by peers (Kohnert et al., 2005). Play interactions of typically developing 

peers have been shown to facilitate the development of play scripts and the lexical diversity 

among children with specific language impairment (Robertson & Weismer, 1997). In the peer-

mediated intervention model, the child receiving services is paired with a typically developing 

peer or sibling with the same L1 (Robertson & Weismer, 1997). The first option if the typically 
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developing sibling also speaks English, is to train him or her to provide additional support for 

peer play (Kohnert et al., 2005). The second option if that is not appropriate or available is to 

train bilingual paraprofessionals to provide additional support for peer play (Kohnert et al., 

2005). The third and final option is a hybrid model that may involve parents, paraprofessionals, 

or other individuals who share the same language (Kohnert et al., 2005). 

L26therapy6targets6with6L16carryover.6
Additionally, L2 therapy targets with L1 carryover may also be implemented as effective 

intervention strategy for bilingual Mandarin-English children (Kohnert et al., 2005). In terms of 

phonology, speech-language pathologists may provide parents with a list of minimal pairs with 

phonological processes or target sounds in both L1 and L2. In terms of pragmatics, speech-

language pathologists may teach parents explicit strategies from therapy session so they can 

implement them at home.  

Therapy6efficacy6from6Chinese6parents’6perspective.6
Lastly, therapy efficacy from Chinese parents’ perspective must also be considered. The 

good news for speech-language pathologists who are monolingual English or bilingual in a 

language other than Mandarin is that most Chinese parents consider the ability to effectively 

communicate with parents and address family concerns as more important than whether speech-

language pathologists speak Mandarin (Li, 2006). Most Chinese parents would also like speech-

language pathologists to assign more homework for children to complete at home (Li, 2006). 

This population might be ideal to implement a home program that will show good carryover due 

to consistency. However, it might be important to confirm with parents first, as many Chinese 

parents enroll their children in numerous academic or extracurricular programs. Finally, most 

Chinese parents would like speech-language pathologists to provide detailed explanations and 

demonstrations for intervention strategies to implement at home (Li, 2006). It might be effective 
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to invite parents to a few therapy sessions, followed by a brief discussion and handout of 

important techniques.  

Parent'Resource'

For parents raising bilingual Mandarin-English children, the reference is written from a 

speech-language pathologist’s perspective as a guide for parents to promote language and 

literacy at home. The professional development product for parents (Appendix B) will include 

the following:  

Table&of&Contents&

Tips&for&Raising&Bilingual&MandarinAEnglish&Children&

Bilingual&MandarinAEnglish&Immersion&Programs&in&Southern&California&

Chinese&Schools&in&Southern&California&

Children’s&Books&with&Chinese&American&Culture&

Tips'for'raising'bilingual'Mandarin<English'children.'
The rationale for including a handout of tips for raising bilingual Mandarin-English 

children is to provide parents with an evidence-based reference sheet including tangible solutions 

for parents from a speech-language pathologist’s perspective (Appendix B). A common 

misconception is that learning two languages simultaneously will cause language impairment 

(Genesee, 2008). The logic behind this belief is that simultaneous input in two languages places 

high demands on children with specific language impairment whose linguistic systems are 

already deficient (Kohnert et al., 2005). The resulting problem is that some parents feel 

compelled to stop speaking the native language to children with language impairments (Lowry, 

2011; Mahendra & Yu, 2015). Doing so can jeopardize parent-child interactions if parents are 

not as familiar with English, impact family relationships, and result in loss of the first language 

and culture (Lowry, 2011; Mahendra & Yu, 2015). In reality, a true impairment is present in both 
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languages (Paradis et al., 2010). Parents are actually encouraged to maintain L1 use in the home 

by communicating with their children in L1 (Lowry, 2011).  

As such, the handout delves into a recurring problem that bilingual children face, which 

is first language loss. In a phenomenon known as three-generation language shift, English 

gradually becomes the only fluent language from the first to third generation (Cohen, McAlister, 

Rolstad, & MacSwan, 2005). As bilingual children age, the problem of first language loss is 

exacerbated from language endangerment to extinction, leading to eventual attrition of the native 

language (Fishman, 1966; Mahendra & Yu, 2015). Extinction of the native language occurs 

when there is a lack of mechanisms or continued support to maintain the native language 

(Mahendra & Yu, 2015). First language loss as a result of the three-generation language shift is 

significant because the first language is not developed or maintained, resulting in loss of culture, 

heritage, and relationships associated with knowledge and use of the native language (Cohen, et 

al., 2005).  

The problem of first language loss is particularly pertinent among bilingual children 

receiving speech and language services, who are often children with specific language 

impairment, autism spectrum disorder, or other speech and language disorders (Mahendra & Yu, 

2015). Children with various speech and language disorders can and do become bilingual, 

though there seems to be an advantage for children whose L1 is highly supported in both the 

school and community (Lowry, 2011). In eight studies of children with autism spectrum 

disorder, no significant difference was observed between bilingual children and their 

monolingual peers with the same diagnoses (Mahendra & Yu, 2015). Multiple studies have 

confirmed that children with specific language impairment acquiring two languages 

simultaneously do not demonstrate greater difficulties compared to monolingual peers with 
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specific language impairment, ultimately catching up after sufficient L2 exposure (Paradis, 2010; 

Paradis, Genesee, & Crago, 2011). Preschool children with autism spectrum disorder also exhibit 

comparable vocabulary comprehension and production, regardless of whether they are 

monolingual in English or bilingual in Mandarin and English, demonstrating that bilingual 

children with autism spectrum disorder are capable of achieving bilingualism (Petersen, 

Marinova-Todd, & Mirenda, 2012). Even bilingual children with other speech and language 

disorders, such as Down syndrome, perform as well as monolingual children with Down 

syndrome (Kay-Raining Bird, et al., 2005). Regardless of speech and language impairment, 

various studies have negated the common misconception of the deleterious effects of 

bilingualism (Mahendra & Yu, 2015).  

The solution component of the handout includes simple ways parents can overcome the 

problems of language loss and misconceptions of second language learning. Solutions include 

the following: speaking L1 at home, reading books in L1, increasing children’s interactions with 

other L1 speaking peers, and emphasizing the importance and value of L1. Underneath each 

solution are a few bullet points of research-based findings that support the theory.  

Firstly, parents can speak L1 to their children at home. Parents are encouraged to ensure 

their children receive adequate exposure to both L1 and L2, if possible (Staniforth, 2009). 

Exposure to L1 and L2 can begin even before children begin school, with parents facilitating 

early language exposure and learning (Marcos, 1998). Children can also be exposed to L1 

through a babysitter or family member who can speak the language to the child (Marcos, 1998). 

There are several environmental variables that affect learning, all of which parents can control at 

home, including the quantity and quality of language input, as well as variety of contexts for 

language exposure and opportunities for language use (Staniforth, 2009). To increase the 
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quantity and quality of language input, parents can provide a language-rich environment by 

constantly talking to and with the child, using the same words in different contexts, and 

providing exposure to context-specific words, allows a child to build his or her lexicon. To 

increase the variety of contexts a child has for language exposure and opportunities for language 

use, parents can provide language input and promote language output in multiple contexts, 

whether playing with toys at home or going on a walk in the park.  

Secondly, parents can read books to their children in L1. Among typically developing 

bilingual children, the development and maintenance of L1 is dependent on the availability of 

enrichment activities that support L1 (Kohnert et. al, 2005). With that said, bilingual children 

with specific language impairment are at greater risk for incomplete L1 acquisition due to lower 

language skills and slower pace of language acquisition (Kohnert et al., 2005). Compared to 

typically developing peers, bilingual children with specific language impairment require greater 

amount of L1 input to develop L1 proficiency (Kohnert et al., 2005). Regardless of whether 

children are typically developing or language impaired, parents can provide language enrichment 

to their children via access to L1 through books, videos, and similar educational materials 

(Marcos, 1998).  

Thirdly, parents can increase children’s interactions with other L1 speaking peers. It is 

the responsibility of parents to foster an additive bilingual learning environment so children 

receive exposure to L1 and L2 (Genesee, 2008). Creating an additive bilingual learning 

environment means reinforcing use of the native language (Genesee, 2008). Students in bilingual 

immersion programs, for example, show additive bilingualism, meaning they retain language 

proficiency in both L1 and L2 (Bamford & Mizokawa, 1991). If possible, parents can increase 

children’s interactions with other L1 speaking peers by enrolling their children in bilingual 
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immersion programs. Other ways for parents to increase children’s interactions with L1 speaking 

peers is to invite family friends and their children who also speak L1 into their homes (Marcos, 

1998). This not only encourages an interest in their language and culture, but also allows 

children to socialize and establish relationships with L1 speaking peers. Socialization with 

similar L1 speaking peers can help rid the stigma that L1 use is embarrassing or ostracizing, and 

may help older children later on who have already established those relationships.   

Lastly, parents can emphasize the importance and value of L1. It is important to support 

the native or minority language, as there is a natural tendency in an English-dominant 

environment to favor the predominant or majority language (Genesee, 2008; Mahendra & Yu, 

2015). In this context, the term ‘minority’ does not refer to number of speakers in a language, as 

the number of Mandarin speakers worldwide far surpasses the number of English speakers 

(Mahendra & Yu, 2015). Rather, the term ‘minority’ refers to power and status associated with 

speaking a language, and under this framework languages other than English are considered 

minority languages (Mahendra & Yu, 2015). The attitude and motivation of a child is a variable 

that affects language learning, which parents play an important role in shaping (Staniforth, 

2009). Throughout the school years, it is imperative that parents not only foster children’s 

interest in other languages and cultures, but also instill an early mindset that bilingualism is a 

valued trait (Marcos, 1998). If a child accumulates positive experiences with L1, he or she will 

become more receptive to L1 learning and use (Marcos, 1998).  

Bilingual'Mandarin<English'immersion'programs'in'Southern'California.'
The rationale for including a list of bilingual Mandarin-English immersion programs in 

Southern California is to provide a list with pertinent information for parents who are 

considering enrolling their children in local bilingual immersion programs. The list of bilingual 

Mandarin-English immersion schools was compiled from multiple resources. One key resource 
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was a blog by Elizabeth Weise, a journalist for USA Today’s San Francisco bureau who was on 

the committee that created the bilingual Mandarin-English immersion program in the San 

Francisco Unified School District in 2006 (Asia Society, 2015). Currently, Weise is a board 

member of Jinshan Mandarin Education Council, a parent-run nonprofit organization that 

supports bilingual Mandarin-English immersion in San Francisco public schools (Asia Society, 

2015). She authored A Parent’s Guide to Mandarin Immersion and maintains a blog for the 

Mandarin Immersion Parents Council (Asia Society, 2015; Weise, 2014; Weise, 2015). Included 

on the blog for the Mandarin Immersion Parents Council is a national list of bilingual Mandarin-

English immersion schools, which has been adapted for Southern California (Weise, 2015). 

Other resources used to formulate the list for local needs were dual language program 

directories; one was a self-reported list of schools in San Diego County and the other was a list 

of schools and program models in Los Angeles County (LAUSD, 2014; SDCOE, 2014).  

Dual language immersion programs provide an enriched form of education and have been 

garnering interest for the past few decades as the most rapidly expanding form of foreign 

language instruction (Menlo Mandarin Immersion Charter School, 2014). Their purpose is to 

promote proficiency is two languages, in this case English and Mandarin (Genesee & Gándara, 

1999). The primary advantage of dual language immersion programs is the effectiveness and 

success in helping students attain additive bilingualism or biliteracy, which is proficiency in a 

second language (Genesee, 2008; Menlo Mandarin Immersion Charter School, 2014).  

Depending on the specific immersion program model, the amount of instruction in the 

minority language and when the minority language used as the primary mode of instruction will 

vary (Genesee, 1987; Genesee & Gándara, 1999). Generally, research shows that students in 

100% total immersion programs or 90:10 two-way immersion programs exhibit higher 
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proficiency in the minority language than students in 50:50 partial immersion programs 

(Genesee, 1987; Lindholm-Leary, 2001; Turnbull, Lapkin, & Hart, 2001). Based on a study of 

two Mandarin-English two-way immersion programs, upper grade students whose L1 was 

Mandarin tested at or above their grade level compared to peers not in two-way immersion 

programs (Fortune, 2012; Lindholm-Leary, 2011). Furthermore, research on bilingual immersion 

programs in the United States and Canada show that students enrolled in bilingual immersion 

programs exhibit positive changes in their attitude, cultural identity and affiliation, self-esteem, 

minority language use, and cultural contact (Genesee & Gándara, 1999). A specific example is 

that students enrolled in immersion programs whose L1 is not English not only become more 

balanced bilinguals, but also develop higher levels of bilingualism, biliteracy, and 

multiculturalism when compared to monolingual or L1-speaking peers not enrolled in immersion 

programs (Fortune, 2012).  

Finally, it is important to keep in mind that immersion education is a family 

commitment—mentally, emotionally, and financially. To ensure students’ academic and social 

success, both students and parents are expected to participate in and commit to respective 

immersion programs. This list serves as the starting point for parents to develop a cursory 

understanding of dual immersion programs. Beyond this, parents can do their part by ensuring 

punctual and consistent school attendance, supervising homework completion in both Mandarin 

and English, and dedicating time to support their children’s education such as maintaining an 

active presence in the parent-teacher committee.   

Chinese'schools'in'Southern'California.'
The rationale for including a list of Chinese schools in Southern California is to provide 

pertinent information for parents who are considering enrolling their children in local Chinese 

schools. To serve the Southern California population, the list is broken down into three major 
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counties in the area, including: Orange County, Los Angeles County, and San Diego County. 

The list of Chinese schools in Southern California was compiled from a simple Internet search 

combined with thorough research of the contact information, program frequency, and grades 

served for each school. A major resource used to compile this list was a directory of Chinese 

schools provided by the Southern California Council of Chinese Schools (Southern California 

Council of Chinese Schools, 2015). In compiling the list, I realized that most of the websites 

were hard to navigate, almost completely in Chinese, or lacking essential information. Though 

the list is extensive, it is certainly not conclusive. Essential details are provided so parents can 

send their children to Chinese schools, their Chinese proficiency notwithstanding. The hope is to 

ease the process for parents of searching for a reputable Chinese school to enroll their children.  

Children’s'books'with'Chinese'and'English'translation.'
The rationale for including a table of suggested children’s books with Chinese and 

English translation is to encourage parents to promote language and literacy at home with easily 

accessible book suggestions appropriate for the bilingual Mandarin-English population (Asian 

Parent, 2015; Chen, 2015; Talk Story, 2013). Often, the last concern on parents’ minds is reading 

to their children, especially for single parents or parents of multiple children who may not have 

the time or resources to do so. The purpose of the book suggestions is to take the guesswork out 

of finding appropriate books, which might seem doubly difficult for parents who are raising 

bilingual Mandarin-English children and want to cater to them linguistically. As such, the 

suggested children’s books are specifically targeted to the bilingual Mandarin-English population 

(Asian Parent, 2015; Chen, 2015; Talk Story, 2013). Some of the classic English children’s 

books are not only translated into Chinese, but are also free to access online both in print and 

audio (Chen, 2015). Ideally, it is advised that bilingual Mandarin-English parents spend 20-30 

minutes daily to read to their children in English and Chinese. However, if parents cannot 
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consistently read to their children, the website listed in the references links to fun and engaging 

YouTube video readings for Mandarin and English children’s books (Chen, 2015). 

Children’s'books'with'Chinese'American'culture.'
The rationale for including a table of suggested children’s books with Chinese American 

culture is to enhance bilingual Mandarin-English children’s ability to participate in the 

mainstream culture without losing their cultural identity (Genesee, 2008). Language acquisition 

and identity development go hand in hand; both coincide with cultural interactions, socialization 

with others, and identity development (Kosaka, 2013). To support children who are not only 

acquiring two languages, it is important to consider that they are also acquiring two cultures 

(Kosaka, 2013). As such, it would be good practice to provide them with meaningful and 

positive experiences with both cultures so they can “move comfortably across cultural 

boundaries” (Kosaka, 2013). In addition to supporting language acquisition, parents can support 

cultural acquisition by exposing their children to both cultures, particularly the minority culture. 

Cultivating a bicultural identity ultimately allows bilingual children the freedom and fluidity to 

shift between cultures (Kosaka, 2013).   

Chapter'3:'Results'

Speech=Language'Pathologist'Resource'

The professional development product was provided to four licensed speech-language 

pathologists in February and March 2015. Of the four speech-language pathologists, two were 

bilingual in Mandarin and English, one was bilingual in Korean and English, and one was 

monolingual in English. Two speech-language pathologists practiced in the elementary setting 

(grades K-6) in San Diego County, while two speech-language pathologists practiced in the 

pediatric private practice setting (ages 0-3) in Orange County. All speech-language pathologists 

have been in the field for three or more years. Feedback was collected using the SLP Feedback 
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Form (Appendix C). Results for questions one through four on the SLP Feedback are presented 

in Figure 1 (Appendix G). 

The first question on the SLP Feedback Form was: Was the resource helpful? One 

hundred percent, or 4/4 of speech-language pathologists responded, “Yes.” Qualitative data 

regarding the helpfulness of the resource included the following: “It’s good to know there are 

various assessment tools available for bilingual children.” “Makes me want to do more research 

on service delivery for Koreans.” “Any information that can separate ways to assess language 

delays from difference is very helpful.” “Contained information regarding differences between 

English and Mandarin. Helps with differential diagnosis of difference or disorder.”  

The second question on the SLP Feedback Form was: Was the resource easy to 

understand? One hundred percent, or 4/4 of speech-language pathologists responded, “Yes.” 

Qualitative data regarding the ease of understanding the resource included the following: “Very 

nicely organized.” “Written in bullet points/a list vs. narrative (too wordy).” 

The third question on the SLP Feedback Form was: Would you pass on the resource to 

other speech-language pathologists? One hundred percent, or 4/4 of speech-language 

pathologists responded, “Yes.” Qualitative data regarding passing on the resource to other 

speech-language pathologists included the following: “Very quick read but informative.” “To 

help differentiate language difference from disorders.” “Helpful to both Mandarin speakers and 

non-speakers.” “I work at a multi-lingual therapy center. This is a great resource to pass on to my 

colleagues. We work with kids speaking different language. Bilingual Verbal Ability Test would 

be an appropriate tool to administer.”  

The fourth question on the SLP Feedback Form was: Were any parts of the resource new 

information? One hundred percent, or 4/4 of speech-language pathologists responded, “Yes.” 
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Qualitative data regarding whether any part of the resource was new information included the 

following: “Assessment tools for bilingual children.” “I liked the Speech Sound Acquisition for 

Mandarin vs. English chart on page 4.” “Sound acquisition/assessment tools.” “Didn’t know that 

there were only two final consonants in Mandarin: /n/ and /ŋ/.”. 

The fifth question on the SLP Feedback Form was: What was the most beneficial 

component of the resource? The instruction was to select all that apply, as the answers were 

presented as a checklist. Two speech-language pathologists responded that the Mandarin vs. 

English Language Differences component was most useful. Four speech-language pathologists 

responded that the Speech Sound Acquisition for Mandarin vs. English component was most 

useful. Four speech-language pathologists responded that the Assessment tools for Bilingual 

Mandarin-English Children component was most useful. Two speech-language pathologists 

responded that the Intervention Strategies for Bilingual Mandarin-English Children component 

was most useful. Results for questions five on the SLP Feedback are presented in Figure 2. 

The last question on the SLP Feedback Form was: What would you change or add to the 

resource? Presented as an open-ended question, qualitative data regarding future changes to the 

resources was obtained. One speech-language pathologist wrote, “I would add some examples of 

Chinese-English linguistic transfer errors (e.g., day/they, sin/thin). It would be great to note some 

vowel production differences (e.g., sit/seat, men/man, fool/full). ELLs may have difficulty with 

possessive ‘s’ and third person singular verbs too (e.g., he go/he goes, baby cry/baby cries, he 

don’t/he doesn’t, girl shoe/girl’s shoe).”  

The same speech-language pathologist continued, “I think it would be helpful to add a 

section that addresses Chinese traditional values and perceptions about disability [e.g., shame 

and guilt are often associated with disability; Chinese families tend to be in denial or avoidance 
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rather than seeking for treatment. Please see The Chinese Language Manual (2008) 

www.languagemanuals.weebly.com]. SLPs should be aware of the social/cultural values of 

Chinese family in order to provide appropriate parent education and counseling. In regards to the 

parent-training program you outline under intervention strategies, these are the strategies I use on 

a daily basis. I think it would be great to add some examples to illustrate how these strategies can 

be implemented in a therapy session or at home that tailor to what parents can do using L1 or 

L2.” Written responses from other surveyed speech-language pathologists included, “You did a 

great job. Thanks for the great resource!” “Could some of the information be presented in chart 

form with ‘x’ or check marks in boxes for characteristics that the language possesses?”  

Parent'Resource''

The professional development product was delivered and implemented at a pediatric 

private practice setting (ages 0-3) in Anaheim, California. The sample (n = 3) included bilingual 

Mandarin-English parents whose children receive speech and language services at the pediatric 

private practice. The first child’s age was 2;5 with a diagnosis of mixed receptive and expressive 

language disorder. The second child’s age was 2;9 with a diagnosis of mixed receptive and 

expressive language disorder. The third child’s age was 4;5 with diagnoses of cerebral palsy and 

dysarthria. All of the parents possessed at least a bachelor’s degree or above. Feedback was 

collected using a Parent Feedback Form (Appendix D). Results for questions one through three 

are presented in Figure 3 (Appendix G), and were as follows: 

The first question on the Parent Feedback Form was: Was the resource helpful? One 

hundred percent, or 3/3 of parents responded, “Yes.” Qualitative data regarding the helpfulness 

of the resource included the following: “Comprehensive.” “Included some good reference 

materials.”  

The second question on the Parent Feedback Form was: Was the resource easy to 
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understand? One hundred percent, or 3/3 of parents responded, “Yes.” Qualitative data regarding 

the ease of understanding the resource included the following: “Clearly presented.”  

The third question on the Parent Feedback Form was: Would you pass on the resource to 

others? Sixty-seven percent, or 2/3 of parents responded, “Yes.” Thirty-three percent, or 1/3 of 

parents responded “No.” Qualitative data regarding the helpfulness of the resource included the 

following: “It would be even better if there are software copies.” “No personal contacts (are 

more ignorant than I am).” 

The fifth question on the Parent Feedback Form was: What was the most helpful about 

the resource? The instruction was to select all that apply, as the answers were presented as a 

checklist. One parent responded that the handout Tips for Raising Bilingual Mandarin-English 

Children was most useful. One parent responded that list of Bilingual Mandarin-English 

Immersion Programs in Southern California was most useful. Two parents responded that the 

list of Chinese schools in Southern California was most useful. No parents responded that the 

table of Children’s Books with Chinese and English Translations was most useful. One parent 

responded that the table of Children’s Books with Chinese American Culture was most useful.  

The last question on the Parent Feedback Form was: What would you change or add to 

the resource? Presented as an open-ended question, qualitative data regarding future changes to 

the resources was obtained. One parent wrote, “What is your perspective on watching Chinese 

TV programs? If good, any recommended children TV programs? YouTube or other free 

channels? What about songs, music programs?” Written responses from other surveyed parents 

included: “More of contents on page two [Tips for Raising Bilingual Mandarin-English 

Children].” “More in-depth discussion on the bilingual culture and children development. 

Majority of these information can be found online, which makes one question its value and 
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usefulness.”  

Chapter'4:'Discussion'

Summary'of'Results'

 The speech-language pathologist resource received more extensive and specific 

qualitative feedback. Most of the speech-language pathologists echoed the same sentiment, 

stating that such a resource is useful in the field of speech-language pathology, particularly for 

differential diagnosis of language difference versus language disorder (Appendix E). The 

majority of speech-language pathologists considered the assessment tools for bilingual 

Mandarin-English children most useful (Appendix E). For the parent resource, open-ended 

questions and space for written comments on the feedback forms mostly generated single words 

to brief phrases. To gather more extensive qualitative data in future implementations, it might be 

helpful to consider conducting individual parent interviews (University of Wisconsin-Extension, 

2003). Conducting parent interviews might provide information on the needs and interests of 

parents, and the type of information they seek out in such a resource. Furthermore, parent 

interviews might offer more clarification on parent opinion, such as the comment, “No personal 

contacts (are more ignorant than I am)” (Appendix F). 

Implications''

For the professional product development geared towards speech-language pathologists, 

the implication is that while speech-language pathologists possess the academic knowledge and 

awareness to serve CLD populations, there is still a lack and awareness of specific resources for 

clinical implementation. One speech-language pathologist noted that she has seen the 

information presented at various times in various locations, but she is appreciative that it is now 

presented as one aggregate resource. To gather more extensive qualitative data in future 

implementations, it might be helpful to consider expanding the diversity of the sample size for 
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speech-language pathologists, including number of speech-language pathologists, geographical 

locations, populations, and settings. Similarly, for parents, the professional product development 

was only given to three parents who shared similar demographics, including culture and 

language, children’s ages, geographical locations, private practice setting, and speech-language 

pathologist. To gather more extensive qualitative data in future implementations, it might be 

helpful to consider expanding the diversity of the sample size for parents, including number of 

parents, marital status, geographical locations, service settings, child’s age, and diagnosis. 

Limitations''

The current professional product development included a contrastive language analysis 

reference sheet, which was a central component of the product for speech-language pathologists 

(Appendix A). The rationale behind including a contrastive language analysis was for speech-

language pathologists to demonstrate cultural competence and ensure quality service delivery to 

bilingual Mandarin-English children (Appendix A). Contrastive analysis, which is the study of 

specific differences between languages and its implications to applied disciplines such as 

linguistics, teaching foreign languages, and in this case, speech-language pathology, is a useful 

tool in distinguishing between language differences and disorders (Gast, 2013; Li, 2006). 

Through contrastive analysis, it can be determined that deficits in inflectional use of verbs and 

nouns for Mandarin English language learners may be due to language differences (Li, 2006).  

With this mentality, contrastive analysis played a major rule in the development of the 

current professional product for speech-language pathologists, which required extracting 

linguistic nuances between Mandarin and English among the five components of language and 

interpreting its implications (Appendix A). However, poor use of inflectional markers cannot 

solely be attributed to language differences; in fact, it is also an indicator of specific language 

impairment regardless of language (Li, 2006). This begs to question the efficacy of using 
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contrastive analysis to accurately distinguish between language differences and disorders.  

The current professional product development also included lists of bilingual Mandarin-

English immersion programs and Chinese schools, which was a central component of the product 

for parents (Appendix B). The rationale behind including such programs is to promote additive 

bilingualism or biliteracy among children with bilingual Mandarin-English parents. However, as 

Dixon and colleagues (2012) aptly stated, “Foreign language education in the United States…is 

far from universally successful.” One issue hindering the success of foreign language education 

in the United States is that bilingualism is not supported and sustained in the long-term 

(Mahendra & Yu, 2015). For example, among the 18 bilingual Mandarin-English immersion 

programs listed in the professional development product, only one program is available for 

grades K-12, while the remaining programs are only available at or around the elementary level 

(Appendix B).  

Another issue hindering the success of foreign language education is that it becomes 

exponentially more difficult to promote student understanding of more abstract and complex 

concepts in upper elementary and beyond (Fortune, 2012). Current resources for speech-

language pathologists and parents are primarily limited to younger children, particularly for 

younger children at the initial language acquisition stage. For example, the current resource for 

speech-language pathologists include speech sound acquisition for Mandarin versus English 

(Appendix A), while the current resource for parents include tips for raising bilingual Mandarin-

English children and suggested children’s books for this population (Appendix B). Both are 

targeted to younger children at the initial language acquisition stage and do not consider older 

children who have already acquired language but are still receiving speech and language 

services.  
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Future'Research'

 To improve future versions of the professional product development for speech-language 

pathologists, it might be helpful to include examples of linguistic transfer errors, as suggested by 

a speech-language pathologist (Appendix E). Roseberry-McKibben (2014, pp. 134-135) touches 

on linguistic transfer errors with brief tables on language and articulation differences commonly 

observed among Asian speakers. Pfister and Chakraborty (2011) also suggest possible linguistic 

transfer errors in phonology, morphology, semantics, and syntax. To integrate feedback 

suggestions about including examples of linguistic transfer errors and presenting information in a 

chart, future versions of the professional product development might benefit from using a chart 

format to present common linguistic transfer errors and examples in each component of 

language. Such a revision would be appropriate for speech-language pathologists who need the 

education and resource to better serve this particular CLD population but may not have the time 

to read paragraphs of text.   

Feedback from speech-language pathologists also suggested including traditional Chinese 

cultural and social values, as it influences their views and perceptions on disability (Appendix 

E). Pfister and Chakraborty (2011) mention Chinese health beliefs and perceptions about 

disability, as well as religious beliefs and traditional and modern values, which may all influence 

views and perceptions on disability. Even in Mandarin, the term for disabled, which is �� or 

cán zhàng, carries a heavier connotation than its English translation (Mahendra & Yu, 2015). It 

is literally translated as ‘destructing’ or ‘harmful;’ ‘barriers’ or ‘hindrances.’ A future direction 

for the professional product development that might be worth exploring is to interview bilingual 

Mandarin-English parents raising children with speech and language impairment. The intention 

behind doing so would be to gain more personal and relatable perspectives on modern Chinese 

American views and perceptions of disability, rather than traditional Chinese cultural and social 
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values that may no longer be applicable.   

Future research and product development might also reconsider the role of contrastive 

analysis and explore other linguistic theories, as well as expand the targeted population of the 

resource. In terms of contrastive analysis, it is worth exploring the extent in which contrastive 

analysis may be utilized as a clinically useful measure to distinguish between language 

differences and specific language impairments. In terms of expanding the targeted population of 

the resource, it might be remarkable to consider speech and language service delivery among 

older, bilingual Mandarin-English children. Specific areas that might warrant further research 

may include: long-term L1 maintenance among bilingual Mandarin-English children; specific 

intervention strategies for older elementary to high school students who are bilingual Mandarin-

English; and the changing role of parents in supporting their maturing bilingual Mandarin and 

English children academically, linguistically, socially, and emotionally. 

Conclusion'

When it comes to bilingualism in the United States, there seems to be a dichotomy with 

certain schools of thinking emphasizing that bilingualism fosters more relative and less dualistic 

thinkers (Mahendra & Yu, 2015). On the other hand, parents often worry about whether their 

children will acquire English, when they should consider whether their children will maintain 

their native language since English acquisition is almost always inevitable in an English-

dominant environment (Fillmore, 1991; Mahendra & Yu, 2015). The former perspective views 

bilingualism as a necessity—particularly for individuals from minority cultures, while the latter 

perspective views bilingualism as merely an asset—a trait that is useful and desirable but not 

actively pursued or maintained (Mahendra & Yu, 2015). The core of the problem is that 

ideologically, the United States is a multilingual country, but in practice, the United States is still 

a monolingual English-speaking country (Mahendra & Yu, 2015).  
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 In summary, the effectiveness and utility of the resources depends on mutual sharing and 

education within the community of bilingual Mandarin-English parents and speech-language 

pathologists serving bilingual Mandarin-English students. Though the Chinese community is 

large, the presence of the subset receiving and providing speech and language services is 

significantly less defined. For speech-language pathologists whose service delivery includes a 

bilingual Mandarin-English caseload and for parents who are raising bilingual Mandarin-English 

children, the professional product development provides aggregate evidence-based resources 

geared towards individuals in Southern California. More importantly, the professional product 

development serves as a starting point to change both ideology and practice. 
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Mandarin'vs.'English'Language'Differences'

&

Phonology'
• Mandarin6consists6of646tones,6while6English6does6not6consist6of6any666
• Mandarin6words6are6often6referred6to6as6monosyllabic6because6of6its6isolating6

characters,6while6English6words6are6multisyllabic66
• In6Mandarin,6only6V,6CV,6CVC,6and6CCVC6are6permitted;6in6English,6syllables6may6range6

from6V6to6CCCVCCCC66
• In6Mandarin,6weak6stress6is6an6important6prosodic6feature;6in6English,6syllables6are6both6

strong6and6weak66
• Mandarin6has626syllable6final6consonants,6while6English6as62366
• Mandarin6has6no6consonant6clusters,6while6English6has6216
• Phonemes6in6English6that6are6not6found6in6Mandarin6include:66

/v/,6/z/,6/ʃ/,6/ʒ/,6/ʧ/,6/ʤ/,6/θ/,6/ð/666
• Implications:6

o English6language6learners6(ELLs)6may6have6difficulty6with6multisyllabic6words6and6
syllable6stress6and6timing6

o ELLs6may6exhibit6final6consonant6deletion66
o ELLs6may6have6difficulty6when6single6phonemes6carry6morphological6importance:6

! Plural6–s66
! Past6tense6Aed6

o ELLs6may6add6an6epenthesis6between6clusters66
o ELLs6may6exhibit6substitution6errors6for6these6phonemes,6such6as:6

! /θ/6"6/s/6and6/f/6
! /ð/6"6/d/6and6/z/66
! /v/6"6/f/6and6/w/66

&

Morphology''
• Mandarin6verbs6and6nouns6are6not6inflected,6while6English6verbs6and6nouns6are66
• Mandarin6pronouns6are6unisex6when6verbalized6and6a6particle6is6added6to6indicate6a6

possessive6pronoun,6while6English6pronouns6are6gender5specific6with6a6different6word6
for6possessive6pronoun66

• First6words6for6bilingual6Mandarin5English6children6have6more6nouns6than6verbs,6similar6
to6monolingual6English6children6

• First6words6for6monolingual6Mandarin6children6have6more6verbs6than6nouns6
• Implications:6

o ELLs6may6have6difficulty6with:6
! Past6vs.6present6verb6tense6
! Singular6vs.6plural6nouns6

o ELLs6may6have6difficulty6with6pronouns6such6as:66
! She/her/hers66
! He/him/his66

! They/them/theirs66
! I/me/my/mine6
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! We/us/ours

Syntax'
• Mandarin6has6a6basic6SVO6sentence6structure6similar6to6English6
• Less6inflection6than6English6syntactically66
• Implications:6

o ELLs6unlikely6to6make6syntactic6errors6involving6word6order666
&

Semantics''
• Chinese6depends6on6semantic6relations6of6characters6to6change6the6meaning,6while6

English6depends6on6phonetic6changes6to6form6words6that6change6the6meaning6
• Discourse6tends6to6be6shorter6and6more6concise6than6when6the6same6idea6is6expressed6

in6English6
• Implications:6

o ELLs6may6have6tendency6to6replace6certain6words6with6very6particular6words6that6
should6not6be6used6in6that6context6

&

Pragmatics'
• Less6direct6or6forward6when6communicating6others66
• Direct6eye6contact6with6elders6or6superiors6is6looked6down6upon66
• Gratitude6and6appreciation6are6expressed6in6actions6rather6than6words66
• Using6first6names6is6often6perceived6as6a6sign6of6disrespect,6unless6given6permission66
• Chinese6students6may6not6be6used6to6discussing6or6answering6questions6in6class,6as6

classroom6discourse6is6thought6to6be6one5way6from6authority6
• Typical6responses6to6compliments6or6praise6include6deflection6or6modesty,6which6may6

be6perceived6as6impolite,6questioning6the6person6giving6the6compliment,6or6arrogant666
• When6the6Chinese6show6hospitality,6the6offers6are6given6even6when6the6other6party6

refuses.6This6is6a6sign6of6extended6politeness6and6hospitality.66
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
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Speech'Sound'Acquisition'for'Mandarin'vs.'English'

'

Phoneme' Age'of'Acquisition'

(Mandarin)*'

Age'of'Acquisition''

(English)**'

/m/6 1;66to62;066 2;06to63;56
/n/6 2;16to62;66 2;06to64;56
/ŋ/6 Not&in&syllableAinitial& 2;06to64;56
/p/6 3;76to64;06 2;06to63;56
/b/6 2;76to63;06 2;06to64;06
/t/6 2;76to63;06 2;06to66;06
/d/6 1;66to62;06 2;46to65;06
/k/6 3;16to63;66 2;06to64;56
/g/6 3;16to63;66 2;06to64;56
/j/6 Not&in&syllableAinitial& 2;46to64;56
/l/6 4;16to64;66 3;46to66;56
/h/6 2;76to63;06 2;06to63;566
/f/6 2;76to63;06 2;46to65;566
/r/6 4;16to64;66 4;06to67;566
/v/6 Not&in&Mandarin& 4;06to66;56
/s/6 4;16to64;66 3;06to67;56
/z/6 Not&in&Mandarin6 4;06to67;56
/ʃ/6 Not&in&Mandarin6 3;56to66;56
/ʒ/6 Not&in&Mandarin6 4;06to67;066
/θ/6 Not&in&Mandarin6 4;06to67;56
/ð/6 Not&in&Mandarin6 4;06to67;06
/tʃ/6 Not&in&Mandarin6 3;56to65;066
/dʒ/6 Not&in&Mandarin6 3;56to67;06

6
*Based&on&129&monolingual&MandarinAspeaking&children&ages&1;6&through&4;6.&More&than&90%&
children&in&the&ages&listed&correctly&produced&each&consonant&phoneme&in&the&syllableAinitial&
position&(Hua&&&Dodd,&2000)&
&
**Based&on&an&age&range&for&speech&sound&development&across&six&studies&(BaumanAWaengler,&
2012)&&
&
6
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Assessment'Tools'for'Bilingual'Mandarin=English'Children'

'
Test' Features' Subtests' Outcome'

Alberta&Language&and&
Development&
Questionnaire;&ALDeQ&&
&
(Paradis,6Emmerzael,6&6
Duncan,62010)&

Non5L16specific;6
Responses6are6scored6
using6rating6scales6
instead6of6yes/no6so6
parents6can6provide6
more6detailed6
information66

1)6Early6milestone6
development6
2)6Current6L16abilities6
3)6Behavior6patterns6
and6activity6preferences6
4)6Family6history66

Parent6report6of6ELL6
children’s6L16skills6and6
language6development6
is6a6valid6and6useful6
measure66
(Paradis,6Emmerzael,6&6
Duncan,62010)66

Assessing&Asian&
Language&Performance&
(2nd&Ed.)&
&
(Cheng,61991)66&

6

Grades6K512;6Assesses6
Mandarin6and6other6
Asian6languages6&

6

Cultural6differences6in6
pragmatics6and6effect6
on6school6performance;6
Sample6background6
information6
questionnaire6&

Resource6book6on6how6
to6conduct6assessments6
for6clients6who6speak6
Mandarin6and6other6
Asian6languages66
(Cheng,61991)&

Bilingual&Verbal&Ability&
Tests;&BVAT&&
&
(Muñoz5Sandoval,6
Cummins,6Alvarado,6&6
Ruef,62005)&

6

Ages65590+;6Assesses6
both6L16and6L26(items6
are6first6administered6in6
L2/English,6and6missing6
items6are6administered6
in6L1);6Available6in6176
languages6plus6English,6
Appropriate6for6Tiers6II6
and6III6RTI6

Picture6vocabulary;6
Synonyms;6Antonyms;6
Verbal6analogies66

6

BVAT6combined6with6
the6Woodcock5Johnson6
Test6of6Cognitive6Ability6
helps6distinguish6
discrepancies6between6
an6individual’s6verbal6
ability6and6achievement66
(Pfister6&6Chakraborty,6
2011)66

Comprehensive&Test&of&
Nonverbal&Intelligence&
(2nd&Ed.);&CTONIA2&
&
(Hammill,6Pearson,6&6
Wiederhold,62009)66

6

Ages66589;6Norm5
referenced;6Uses6
nonverbal6formats6to6
measure6general6
intelligence&

Picture6and6geometric6
analogies;6Categories;6
Sequences6&

6

Provides6an6unbiased6
measure6of6nonverbal6
intelligence6in6
individuals6for6whom6
other6intelligence6tests6
may6be6inappropriate,6
such6as6ELLs666
(MHS,62015)&

Leiter&International&
Performance&ScaleA
Revised;&LeiterAR&&
&
(Roid6&6Miller,61997)66

Ages62520;6Assesses6
attention,6cognition,6
and6memory;6
Administered6without6
verbal6instructions6and6
does6not6require6verbal6
responses;6Not6
significantly6influenced6
by6language6skills,6or6
educational,6social,6or6
family6experience6

Visualization6and6
Reasoning;6Attention6
and6Memory66

6

Specifically6designed6for6
non5English6speakers6or6
ELLs,6but6also6
appropriate6for6
individuals6with6
communication6and6
learning6disorders666
(Michaelec,62011)66

6

'

6
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Assessment'Tools'for'Bilingual'Mandarin=English'Children'

(Continued)&
&

Test' Features' Subtests' Outcome'
Universal&Nonverbal&
Intelligence&Test;&UNIT&
&
(Bracken6&6McCallum,6
1998)66
'

Ages655176or6grades6K5
12;6Administration6and6
responses6are6non5
verbal;6Appropriate6for6
RTI;6Funded6by6IDEA6
Title6I,6which6stipulates6
that6assessments6for6
special6education6
eligibility6are6non5
discriminatory6

56quotients6
(intelligence,6memory,6
reasoning,6symbolic,6
and6non5symbolic)666
&

Culturally6unbiased6
assessment6of6general6
intelligence6suitable6for6
ELLs6and6students6from6
culturally6and6
linguistically6diverse6
(CLD)6backgrounds66
(Nelson,6Morillas5
Brown,6&6Boyd,62011)6

Wechsler&Intelligence&
Scale&for&Children&(5th&
Ed).);&WISCAV&
&
(Wechsler,62014)6
&

Ages66516;6Standardized6
measure6for6assessing6
intelligence6in6children;6
Appropriate6for6Tier6III6
RTI66
&

Verbal6comprehension;6
Perceptual6reasoning;6
Working6memory;6
Processing6speed66
&

If6the6assessment6team6
decides6that6an6ELL6has6
developed6cognitive6
academic6language6
proficiency6(CALP),6the6
WISC5R6test6may6be6
appropriate6to6measure6
the6student’s6verbal6and6
language5based6
cognition66
(Government6of6
Newfoundland6and6
Labrador,62012)66

Wechsler&Preschool&and&
Primary&Scale&of&
Intelligence&(4th&Ed.);&
WPPSIAIV&
&
(Wechsler,62012)66
&

Ages62;66to67;7;6
Standardized6measure6
for6assessing6
intelligence6in6young6
children;6Appropriate6
for6Tier6III6RTI66
6

Information;6Animal6
house;6Vocabulary;6
Picture6completion;6
Arithmetic;6Mazes;6
Similarities;6Geometric6
design;6Comprehension;6
Block6design66
6

Nonverbal6tests6of6
cognitive6ability6are6
useful6in6identify6
intellectual6giftedness6
or6cognitive6and6
learning6delays6among6
ELLs66
(Lohman,6Korb,6&6Lakin,6
2008)66

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
6
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Intervention'Strategies'for'Bilingual'Mandarin=English'Children'

6

Parent<training'programs''
6
Evidence:&A6meta5analysis6of6treatment6efficacy6for6children6with6speech6and6language6
impairments6showed6that6intervention6administered6by6trained6parents6is6comparable6to6SLPs.6
Parent5training6programs6for6young6children6with6impairments6follow6federal6mandates6that6
emphasize6collaboration6between6SLPs6and6parents.6The6intent6is6that6parents6will6learn6and6use6
language6facilitation6techniques6and6in6turn,6children6will6improve6in6their6communication.66
&
Practice:&Hold6parent5training6programs6to6directly6teach6evidence5based6language6facilitation6
techniques.&Successful6parent5training6programs6focus6on:66
&

• Language&facilitation&strategies&
o Modeling:6Adult6exposes6child6to6the6use6of6a6language6target6in6reference6to6an6

appropriate6event,6and6the6child6is6not6required6to6respond66
o Expansion:6Adult6expands6on6child’s6immature6utterance6in6a6more6mature6way,6

i.e.6by6correcting6incorrect6vocabulary6or6grammar.66
o Recasts:6Adult6restates6child’s6utterance6into6a6different6sentence,6i.e.6from6a6

statement6to6a6question.66
o Imitation:6Adult6imitates6child’s6production,6which6in6turn6elicits6an6imitation6and6

allows6adult6to6utilize6another6technique66
o Responsive6feedback:6Adult6follows6child’s6lead,6allowing6for6natural6interactions6

that6follow6pragmatic6rules6with6a6speaker6and6a6listener66

• Multiple&methods&of&instruction&
o Examples6include:6Demonstration,6coaching,6role6play,6mediated6parent5child6

interaction,6videotaped6example,6written6material,6and6specific6feedback6

• Structured&approach&&
o Examples6include:6Skills6and6strategies6that6progress6in6a6hierarchy,6and6activities6

that6are6individualized6to6the6child6and6family66
6

Peer<mediated'intervention'strategies''
6
Evidence:&Peer5mediated6intervention6is6an6indirect6service6delivery6model6that6focuses6on6
naturalistic6linguistic6interactions6modeled6by6peers.6Play6interactions6with6typically6developing6
peers6have6been6shown6to6facilitate6the6development6of6play6scripts6and6lexical6diversity6among6
children6with6SLI.66
6
Practice:&In6this6model,6the6child6receiving6services6is6paired6with6a6typically6developing6peer6or6
sibling6with6the6same6L1.66
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6
• Option61:6If6the6typically6developing6peer6or6sibling6also6speaks6English,6train6him6or6her6

to6provide6additional6support6for6peer6play6
• Option62:6If6that6is6not6appropriate6or6available,6train6bilingual6paraprofessionals6to6

provide6additional6support6for6peer6play6
• Option63:6A6hybrid6model6may6involve6parents,6paraprofessionals,6or6other6individuals6

who6share6the6same6L166
6

L2'therapy'targets'with'L1'carryover''
'

Phonology66
• Minimal6pairs6with6phonological6processes6or6target6sounds6in6both6L16and6L266
• Give6parents6a6list6of6target6sounds6from6therapy6sessions6so6they6can6implement6in6L266

6

Pragmatics66
• Teach6parents6explicit6strategies6from6therapy6sessions6so6they6can6implement6at6home66

'

Therapy'efficacy'from'Chinese'parents’'perspective''
6

• Most6Chinese6parents6consider6SLP’s6ability6to6communicate6effectively6with6parents6and6
address6family6concerns6as6more6important6than6whether6SLP6speaks6Mandarin6&

• Most6Chinese6parents6would6like6homework6from6SLPs6for6child6to6complete6at6home&
• Most6Chinese6parents6would6like6SLPs6to6provide6detailed6explanations6and6

demonstrations6for6intervention6strategies6to6implement6at6home666&
6

6
6
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Appendix'B'

 
Parent'Resource:''

Raising&Bilingual&MandarinAEnglish&Children&from&an&SLP&Perspective&&

Table'of'Contents''

Tips6for6Raising6Bilingual6Mandarin5English6Children………………………………………………………………….26

Rationale:&To&provide&an&evidenceAbased&reference&sheet&with&tangible&solutions&for&parents&from&a&

speechAlanguage&pathologist’s&perspective&6

Bilingual6Mandarin5English6Immersion6Programs6in6Southern6California…………………………….…..…46

Rationale:&To&provide&a&list&with&pertinent&information&for&parents&who&are&considering&enrolling&their&

children&in&local&bilingual&immersion&programs6

Chinese6Schools6in6Southern6California……………………………………………………………………………………...66

Rationale:&To&provide&a&list&with&pertinent&information&for&parents&who&are&considering&enrolling&their&

children&in&local&Chinese&schools&6

Children’s6Books6with6Chinese6and6English6Translation………………………………………………………………96

Rationale:&To&encourage&parents&to&promote&language&and&literacy&at&home&with&easily&accessible&book&

suggestions&appropriate&for&the&bilingual&MandarinAEnglish&population&6

Children’s6Books6with6Chinese6American6Culture……………………………………………………….…………….116

Rationale:&To&enhance&bilingual&MandarinAEnglish&children’s&ability&to&participate&in&the&mainstream&

culture&without&losing&their&cultural&identity&&
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Tips'for'Raising'Bilingual'Mandarin=English'Children'

'

What'is'the'problem?'''

• Language6loss'
o One6reason6for6language6loss6is6the6threeAgeneration&language&shift,6in6which6the6

home6language,6culture,6and6heritage6are6lost6from6the6first6to6third6generation'

o Another6reason6for6language6loss6is6subtractive&bilingualism,6in6which6a6child6

loses6his6first6language6(L1)6and6only6speaks6the6second6language6(L2)'

o Language6loss6affects6family6relationships,6self5image,6cultural6identity,6and6

academic6performance'

• Misconceptions'
o Learning6two6languages6at6the6same6time6will6not6cause6a6language6delay6or6

disorder'

o If6a6language6delay6or6disorder6exists,6it6will6be6both6languages'

o Children6with6a6language6delay6or6disorder6can6and6do6become6bilingual'

'

What'is'the'solution?''

• Speak6L16at6home'
o Parents,6especially6mothers,6are6important6models6for6shaping6children’s6

language6behavior'

o Children6are6more6proficient6in6L16when6parents6use6it'

• Read6books6in6L1'
o Parents6can6promote6language6and6literacy6at6home6in6both6L16and6L26'

o Achieving6high6levels6of6oral,6reading,6and6writing6proficiency6in6a6second6

language6requires6a6long5term6commitment'

• Increase6children’s6interactions6with6other6L16speaking6peers'
o Students6in6immersion6programs6show6additive&bilingualism,6in6which6a6child6

retains6language6proficiency6in6both6L16and6L26'
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o Even6extracurricular6activities6that6embrace6the6culture6such6as6Chinese6school,6

church6groups,6or6various6sports6teams6may6help6encourage6cultural6identity'

• Emphasize6the6importance6and6value6of6L1'
o Children6respond6better6to6L16when6parents6and6other6family6members6

encourage6and6attach6importance6to6maintaining6L1'

'

When'to'refer'to'a'Speech<Language'Pathologist''
• For6children6who6are6learning6Mandarin6and6English6at6the6same6time:66

o If6they6show6delays6in6both6Mandarin6and6English66

• For6children6who6learned6Mandarin6first6and6are6now6learning6English:66

o If6they6show6a6delay6in6Mandarin6and/or66

o If6they6are6silent6for6more6than6>676months66

6

Parent'resources'in'Mandarin'
• Bilingual6Web6Resource6on6Speech6Language6Development6and6Disorders:6

o http://home.comcast.net/~bilingualslp/66

• Communication6Development:6A6Parent’s6Guide:6

o http://yuyanfachan.myefolio.com/home66

• Dual6Language6Program6Information:66

o http://bit.ly/mandarinDLP66

6
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Bilingual'Mandarin=English'Immersion'Schools'In'Southern'California'

6
School'' District' County' Address' Contact' Program'

M/E'

Grade'

All6Souls6
Catholic6
School6

Archdiocese6
of6Los6
Angeles6

Los6
Angeles66

296South6
Electric6Ave.6
Alhambra,6CA6
918016

(626)6282556956
www.allsouls.la66

50/506
two5way6

Pre5K6
K566

Barnard6Asian6
Pacific6
Language6
Academy66

San6Diego6
Unified66

San6Diego66 24456Fog6St.6
San6Diego,6CA6
921096

(858)68005570066
www.barnardelementary.co
m66

80/206
one5way6

K566

Broadway6
Elementary6
School6

Los6Angeles6
Unified66

Los6
Angeles66

10156Lincoln6
Blvd.6
Venice,6CA6
902916

(310)6392549446
www.broadwayelementary.
org66

50/506
two5way6

K556

Castelar6
Elementary6
School6

Los6Angeles6
Unified66

Los6
Angeles66

8406Yale6St.6
Los6Angeles,6
CA6900126

(213)6626536746
www.goo.gl/JAuGwx66

50/506
two5way6

K556

City6Terrace6
Elementary6
School6

Los6Angeles6
Unified66

Los6
Angeles66

43506City6
Terrace6Dr.6
Los6Angeles,6
CA6900636

www.cityterrace5lausd5
ca.schoolloop.com66

50/506
two5way6

K556

El6Sereno6
Middle6
School6

Los6Angeles6
Unified66

Los6
Angeles66

28396North6
Eastern6Ave.6
Los6Angeles,6
CA6900326

(323)6224547006
www.elserenoms.org66

20/806
one5way66

6586

Field6
Elementary6
School6

Pasadena6
Unified66

Los6
Angeles66

36006Sierra6
Madre6Blvd.6
Pasadena,6CA6
911076

(626)6396558906
www.field.pasadenausd.org66

90/106
two5way6

K556

Fletcher6
Elementary6
School6

Orange6
Unified66

Orange66 5156West6
Fletcher6St.6
Orange,6CA6
928656

(714)6628540006
www.orangeusd.k12.ca.us66

50/506
two5way6

K566

Frontiers6
Academy66

Non5
sectarian66

Orange66 3206West6
Broadway66
Anaheim,6CA6
928056

(714)6930566386
www.frontiersacademy.org66

80/10/106
Spanish6

K5126

LePort6
Montessori6
Preschool6

Non5
sectarian6

Orange66 39356Alton6
Parkway6
Irvine,6CA6
926066

(949)6525599986
www.leportschools.com66

90/106
two5way6

Toddler6
Pre5K6
K6

.

.

.

.

Reference6
Weise,6E.6(2015).6Mandarin6immersion6parents6council.6Retrieved6January631,62015,6from66

http://miparentscouncil.org/full5mandarin5immersion5school5list/66
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Bilingual'Mandarin=English'Immersion'Schools'In'Southern'California'
.
School'' District' County' Address' Contact' Program'

M/E'

Grade'

Marian6
Bergeson6
Elementary6
School'

Capistrano6
Unified6.

Orange6. 253026
Rancho6
Niguel6Rd.6
Laguna6
Niguel,6CA6
92677.

(949)6643515406
www.bgnes5capousd5
ca.schoolloop.com/MIP.

80/206
one5way.

K55.

Norton6Space6
and6
Aeronautics6
Academy'

San6
Bernardino6
County6
Office6of6
Education.

San6
Bernardino6.

5036East6
Central6Ave.6
San6
Bernardino,6
CA692408.

(909)6386523006
www.lewiscenter.org/nsaa.

90/106
two5way.

K58.

Oasis6
Trilingual6
Community6
School'

Non5
sectarian6

Los6Angeles66 59576Golden6
West6Ave.6
Temple6City,6
CA6917806

(626)6285582626
www.oasistrilingualschool.org66

60/25/156
Spanish6
one5way6

K546

Renascence6
School6
International'

Private6 Orange66 29876Mesa6
Verde6Dr.6E.6
Costa6Mesa,6
CA6926266

(714)6783570706
www.rschooloc.org6

60/20/206
Spanish6
one5way66

Pre5K6
K566

Riverview6
Elementary6
School'

Lakeside6
Union66

San6Diego66 93086Winter6
Gardens6Blvd.6
Lakeside,6CA6
920406

(619)6390526626
www.lsusd.net/rv66

50/506
one5way66

K556

Sierra6Madre6
Middle6
School'

Pasadena6
Unified66

Los6Angeles66 1606North6
Canon6
Sierra6Madre,6
CA6910246

(626)6396558906
www.sierramadre.pasadenaus
d.org66

50/506
two5way6

6586

Walnut6
Elementary6
School'

Walnut6
Valley6
Unified66

Los6Angeles66 8416South6
Glenwick6
Walnut,6CA6
917896

(909)6594518206
www.wvusd.k12.ca.us66

50/506
two5way6

K556

Wedgeworth6
Elementary6
School'

Hacienda6
La6Puente6
Unified66

Los6Angeles66 169496
Wedgeworth6
Dr.6
Hacienda6
Heights,6CA6
917456

(626)6933510006
http://wedgeworth.hlpschool
s.org66

50/506
one5way6

K556

.
6

6
6

Reference6
Weise,6E.6(2015).6Mandarin6immersion6parents6council.6Retrieved6January631,62015,6from66

http://miparentscouncil.org/full5mandarin5immersion5school5list/66
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Chinese'Schools'in'Southern'California'

Orange'County'
6

School' Contact' Program' Grade'

A6Little6Dynasty6Chinese6
School'

Site6#1:6170726Gilette6Ave.6
Irvine,6CA6926146
(949)6509502886

6
Site6#2:698446Research6Dr.6

Irvine,6CA6926186
(949)6509501886

6
www.alittledynasty.com6

Daily6 Toddler6
Pre5K6
K5126

Fullerton6Chinese6School6 18016Warburton6Way6
Fullerton,6CA6928336

6
Mailing6address:6P.O.6Box6

23706
La6Habra,6CA6906326
(714)6213501176

6
www.fullertonchinese.org6

Saturday6 K5126
Adult6

Irvine6Chinese6School' 96Truman6
Irvine,6CA6926206
(929)6559568686

6
www.sccca.org6

Saturday5Sunday6 K5126
Adult6

Karis6Language6Academy' 8806Roosevelt,6Ste.62106
Irvine,6CA6926206
(949)6229558806

6
www.karisacademy.com6

Monday5Saturday6 Toddler6
Pre5K6
K566
Adult6

Sheng6Hsin6Catholic6
Chinese6School6

20306W.6Ball6Rd.6
Anaheim,6CA6928046
(714)6893575586

Sunday6 K5126

United6Chinese6Learning6
Center6

171616Goldenwest6St.6
Huntington6Beach,6CA6926476

(714)6963039896
6

www.uclcus.com6

Daily6 K5126

Yulin6Chinese6School' 178166Buchard6St.6
Fountain6Valley,6CA6927086

(714)6222587906
6

www.yulinchineseschool.com6

Saturday6 K5126

6
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Chinese'Schools'in'Southern'California'

Los'Angeles'County'
'

School' Contact' Program' Grade'

Arcadia6Chinese6
School6

14016S.6First6Ave.,6Arcadia,6CA6910066
6

Mailing6address:68236S.6First6Ave.6
Arcadia,6CA6910066
(626)6417589296

6
www.arcadiachineseschool.org'

Saturday6
'

K5126
Adult'

Cerritos6Chinese6
School6

134356East6166th6St.,6Cerritos,6CA6907036
6

Mailing6address:6189086Norwalk6Blvd.6
Artesia,6CA6907016
(562)6865582726

6
www.cerritoschineseschool.org'

Saturday6
'

Pre5K6
K5126
Adult'

Evergreen6Chinese6
School6

45656Sharynne6Lane,6Torrance,6CA6905056
6

Mailing6address:6P.O.6Box650866
Torrance,6CA6905106
(310)6986570096

6
www.evergreenchineseschool.net'

Saturday' K512'

Lincoln6Chinese6
School6

Site6#1:6130056Artesia6Blvd.,6Ste.6#A1086
Cerritos,6CA6907036
(562)6926577776

6
Site6#2:67776Penarth6Ave.6

Walnut,6CA6917896
(909)6967518756

6
www.lincolnchinese.org6

Saturday6
6

Pre5K66
K5126
Adult6

Torrance6Chinese6
School'

204016Victor6St.,6Torrance,6CA69050266
6

Mailing6address:646336Torrance6Blvd.,6
#258,6Torrance,6CA6905036

(424)6571535636
6

www.torrancecs.com66

Saturday6 K5126
Adult6

Westside6Chinese6
School'

39516Grand6View6Blvd.6
Los6Angeles,6CA6900666

6
Mailing6address:6P.O.6Box612806

Culver6City,6CA6902326
6

www.westsidechineseschool.weebly.com6

Saturday6 K5126
Adult6
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Chinese'Schools'in'Southern'California'

San&Diego&County&
6

School' Contact' Program' Grade'

Chinese6School6of6
San6Diego'

50756Ruffin6Rd.,6Ste.6A6
San6Diego,6CA6921236

(858)6565580086
6

www.chineseschoolsd.com6

Saturday6
6

K5126
Adult6

North6County6
Chinese6School'

160556Winecreek6Rd.6
San6Diego,6CA6921276

6
Mailing6Address:66

98886Carroll6Centre6Rd.,6Ste.6#1226
San6Diego,6CA6921266

(858)6457547786
6

www.northcountychineseschool.org6

Thursday6 K5126
Adult6

San6Diego6
Chinese6Academy'

94906Genesee6Ave.6
La6Jolla,6CA6920376

6
Mailing6Address:66
P.O.6Box69100936

San6Diego,6CA6921916
(858)6205573226

6
www.sandiegochineseschool.com6

Sunday6 Pre5K66
K5126
Adult6

San6Diego6Hua6
Xia6Chinese6
School'

104406Black6Mountain6Rd.,6Ste.6F5
2126

San6Diego,6CA6921266
(858)6720511106

6
www.sdhxcs.org6

Sunday6 K5126

San6Diego6Sun6
Yet6Sen6Chinese6

School6

43886Thorn6St.6
San6Diego,6CA6921056

(858)6337516326
6

www.sdsyscs.org6

Sunday6 K5126
Adult6

6
6
6

References6
Southern6California6Council6of6Chinese6Schools.6(2015).6Web&sites&of&member&schools.&Retrieved6February613,62015,66

from6www.scccs.net/member/MemWeb.htm66
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Children’s'Books'with'Chinese'and'English'Translation'

Available6for6purchase:'www.asianparent.com6
A&New&House&for&Mouse&
By6Petr6Horáček66
6

6

Animals&Should&Definitely&Not&
Wear&Clothing&&
By6Judi6&6Ron6Barrett66
6

6
6

Five&Minutes’&Peace&
By6Jill6Murphy66
6

6
6

Olivia6
By6Ian6Falconer6
6

6
6

If&You&Take&a&Mouse&to&School&
By6Laura6Joffe6Numeroff66
6

6

Merry&Christmas,&Splat&
By6Rob6Scotton66
6

6

The&Giving&Tree&
By6Shel6Silverstein66
6

6
6

The&Witch’s&Children&
By6Ursula6Jones66
6

6

Where&the&Wild&Things&Are&
By6Maurce6Sendak66
6

6

References6
Asian6Parent.6(2015).6Quality&Chinese&books&and&DVDs&for&children.6Retrieved6February613,62015,6from6www.asianparent.com66
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Children’s'Books'with'Chinese'and'English'Translation'

Available6for6free:6www.mandarinforme.com6
6
Don’t6Let6the6Pigeon6Drive6the6Bus6
By6Mo6Williams66
6

6
6

Good6Night6Moon6
By6Margaret6Wise6Brown6
6

6

Happy6Birthday6Moon6
By6Frank6Asch6
6

6
6

I6Will6Never6Eat6a6Tomato6
By6Lauren6Child6
6

6
6

If6You6Give6a6Mouse6a6Cookie6
By6Laura6Joffe6Numeroff66
6

6
6

Joseph6Had6a6Little6Overcoat6
By6Simms6Taback66
6

6

No6David6
By6David6Shannon66
6

6

The6Paper6Bag6Princess6
By6Robert6Munsch66
6

6
6

The6Very6Hungry6Caterpillar6
By6Eric6Carle66
6

6

References6
Chen,6M.6(2015).6Mandarin6for6me6����.6Retrieved6February613,62015,6from6www.mandarinforme.com66
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Children’s'Books'with'Chinese'American'Culture'

Alvin&Ho6Series6
By6Lenore6Look66
6

6
6

Apple&Pie&on&4th&of&July&
By6Janet6Wong66
6

6
6

Bringing&in&the&New&Year&
By6Grace6Lin6
6

6
6

Cleversticks&
By6Bernard6Ashley6
6

6
6

Goldy&Luck&and&the&Three&Pandas&
By6Natasha6Yim6
6

6

Ruby&Lu6Series6
By6Lenore6Look6
6

6

The&Ugly&Vegetables&
By6Grace6Lin6
6

6
6

The&Year&of&the&Sheep&
By6Oliver6Chin6
6

6

Zen&Shorts&
By6Jon6Muth6
6

6
6

References6
Genesee,6F.6(2008).6Early6dual6language6learning.6Zero&to&Three,&29(1),617523.66
Talk6Story:6Sharing6stories,6sharing6culture.6(2013).6Asian&Pacific&American&book&list.&Retrieved6February613,62015,66

from6www.talkstorytogether.org/asian5pacific5american5book5list66
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Appendix'C'

 

SLP'Form'

1.6Was6the6resource6helpful?6

6Yes6

6No6

Why6or6why6not?6_________________________________________________________6
6

2.6Was6the6resource6easy6to6understand?66
6Yes6

6No6

Why6or6why6not?6_________________________________________________________6
6

3.6Would6you6pass6on6the6resource6to6other6SLPs?66
6Yes6

6No6

Why6or6why6not?6_________________________________________________________6
6

4.6Were6any6parts6of6the6resource6new6information?66
6Yes.6

Which6part?6_____________________________________________________________66

6No6
6

5.6What6was6the6most6beneficial6component6of6the6resource?6(Select6all6that6apply)66
6Mandarin6vs.6English6Language6Differences66

6Speech6Sound6Acquisition6for6Mandarin6vs.6English666

6Assessment6Tools6for6Bilingual6Mandarin5English6Children66

6Intervention6Strategies6for6Bilingual6Mandarin5English6Children66
6

6.66What6would6you6change6or6add6to6the6resource?66
6

6

6
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Appendix'D'

 

Parent'Feedback'Form'

'

6

1.6Was6the6resource6helpful?6

6Yes6

6No6

Why6or6why6not?6_________________________________________________________6

6

2.6Was6the6resource6easy6to6understand?66

6Yes6

6No6

Why6or6why6not?6_________________________________________________________6

6

3.6Would6you6pass6on6the6resource6to6others?66

6Yes6

6No6

Why6or6why6not?6_________________________________________________________6

6

4.6What6was6most6helpful6about6the6resource?6(Select6all6that6apply)66

6Tips6for6Raising6Bilingual6Mandarin5English6Children66

6Bilingual6Mandarin5English6Immersion6Programs6in6Southern6California66

6Chinese6Schools6in6Southern6California66

6Children’s6Books6with6Chinese6and6English6Translation66

6Children’s6Books6with6Chinese6American6Culture66

6

5.66What6would6you6change6or6add6to6the6resource?66
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Appendix'E'
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Appendix'F'
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Appendix'G'

 

 
 

Figure'1: Answers to Questions 1-4, “Was the resource helpful? Was the resource easy to 
understand? Would you pass the resource to other SLPs? Were any parts of the resource new 

information?” on the SLP Feedback Form (Appendix C) 
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Figure'2: Answers to Question 5, “What is the most beneficial component of the resource?” on 
the SLP Feedback Form (Appendix C) 
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Figure'3: Answers to Questions 1-3, “Was the resource helpful? Was the resource easy to 
understand? Would you pass the resource to others?” on the Parent Feedback Form (Appendix 

D) 
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Figure'4: Answers to Question 4, “What is most helpful about the resource?” on the Parent 
Feedback Form (Appendix E) 
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